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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in using high-speed serial links to

improve the bandwidth of chip interconnections. However, the use of many serial links in

high fanin chips, such as the crossbar chips in network switches, poses design challenges

in the clock recovery circuitry within these links. Conventional serial links have timing

adjustment circuits containing a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) at each receiver to recover the

data timing. As a result, a large number of PLLs would be required on the high-fanin

crossbars, which may cause problems with power, noise management, and the latency of

the crossbar chip. A new Asymmetric Serial Link is proposed and implemented to

alleviate these problems.

The Asymmetric Serial Link moves the timing adjustment circuits from the high-fanin

crossbar chip to its peripheral chips. To synchronize the inbound link to the high-fanin

chip, calibration packets are used to feed timing information to the peripheral chips. To

track dynamic noise, the link calibration works in conjunction with a local clock

generation PLL, which increases the tracking bandwidth of the serial link. In addition, the

use of calibration packets for synchronizing the link provides better timing margins for the

links because the same receiver can be used for both data reception and phase detection,

which completely eliminates the effect of receiver offset and clock buffer mismatch at the

receiver end.

A one-channel test chip was implemented in a 0.25µm CMOS process, with a flexible

architecture that allows comparison between the performance of periodic and continuous

calibration. Experimental results show that both mechanisms achieve 2 Gb/s with almost

identical margins. Only DC calibration is needed because of the use of the local PLL on

each chip. A  crossbar chip implemented in a similar process further

demonstrates the robustness of the link in a practical environment. The crossbar chip

operates successfully with links running at 1.6 Gb/s, limited by the switch core. The

measured bit-error-rate is less than 10-14 when all channels and the switch core are

operating. The crossbar chip consumes 5W and provides a total bandwidth above 50 Gb/s.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Interest in the design of high-speed links for digital systems has greatly increased in recent

years. In computer systems, the links usually appear in the processor-to-memory

interfaces [31] and in multiprocessor interconnections [84][85][86]. In computer

networks, the links commonly show up in the long-haul interconnect between systems that

are physically far apart [87][88], and recently in the backplane interconnect within a

switch or a router [82][83].

This thesis looks at optimizing high speed links for applications that require many links to

be connected on one chip, to support devices with a large fanin. This situation most often

arises when building a switch or a router for computer networks.

Computer networks are made up of packet switches interconnected by links, as shown in

Figure 1.1, where the square boxes represent the packet switches and the arrows represent

the links. In the early days of the Internet, the system capacity was limited by the data rate

of the links: by the end of the 1980s the NSFNET was built around 64kb/s links. However,

in recent years, the bottleneck has shifted towards the packet switches that form the core

of the network. This change has been brought about by the rapid deployment of optical

Figure 1.1: Computer Network
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fibers and SONET, and it has recently been accelerated by the introduction of WDM

(Wavelength Division Multiplexing). In commercial systems today, WDM allows up to

forty OC48c channels (each operating at 2.48Gb/s) to be multiplexed onto a single fiber.

To provide increased switching capacity, the architecture of packet switches has been

changed. Whereas the early packet switches were built around shared buses, and used

shared central CPUs and memory, they are now typically built around a switch fabric that

allows multiple packets to traverse the backplane simultaneously. Figure 1.2 shows an

example of a packet switch built around a parallel crossbar switch fabric, which is at the

center of the diagram. Around the switch fabric are the port cards that buffer data coming

into and out of the switch. One side of the port cards interfaces with the long-haul

interconnect in the network while the other side interfaces with the switch fabric. Many

commercial high-performance routers have been built in this architecture: theCisco 12000

GSR[82], theAscend GRF 400 and GRF 1600 IP Switch[79], theBBN MGR project [80],

theBay Network Accelar 1200 Routing Switch[81], and many others [78].

The switch fabric forms one of the most important bottlenecks in the switch because all

the data traffic has to go through it. The design of the switch fabric poses some interesting

design challenges for link designers. For an efficient switch architecture, the switch needs

to support a large number of ports, and for high bandwidth, each port should run the pins

at high speeds. This implies that the switch fabric must contain a large number of serial

links on one chip.

Figure 1.2: Switch Architecture
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While the studies of a single-channel serial link [1][4]-[23] or of multi-channel parallel

links [28]-[34] have been reported before, very little research has been reported on using

CMOS serial links for a high fanin chip above Gb/s rate. Most of the very high-speed

(over Gb/s/interface) crossbar switches reported thus far have not been implemented in

CMOS, but in GaAs [69], Si-Bipolar [71] or other non-traditional processes [64][66][68].

The few CMOS crossbar switches that have been reported have serious limitations: their

interface bandwidths are either well below Gb/s [58][59][62][70], or they cannot be scaled

to support more interface ports [24][63][67] because the design would require high power

or large pin count, which would make it too costly and impractical.

The research presented here focuses on the design of the high-speed serial links (called

Asymmetric Serial Links[2][3]) for systems that have high-fanin chips. The study

addresses the challenges posed by having many high-speed serial links on a highly-

integrated CMOS chip−challenges that include both design feasibility and system cost−
and then to propose a reasonable solution.

1.2 Overview

Chapter 2 describes the background behind this thesis research. It starts with an overview

of a basic high-speed link and brings out issues in designing high-speed links. Then it

presents theTiny Teraswitch and explains how serial links can be used to increase its total

bandwidth. In a conventional design, there would be many PLLs at the switch core, which

would cause problems with power consumption and noise coupling. To solve these

problems, the Asymmetric Serial Link [2][3] is developed in this thesis study.

The Asymmetric Serial Link moves the PLL for each link from the crossbar switch core to

the chips interfacing with it. Chapter 3 discusses the architecture and the clock recovery

mechanism of the link. Chapter 4 presents the link’s circuit implementation. Chapter 5

focuses on the design of a  crossbar chip using the Asymmetric Serial Links. The

crossbar chip was designed for use in the Tiny Tera and hence follows the transmission

protocols used in that system. The crossbar chip uses reverse routing tags [83] to facilitate

multicast support. The tags are scheduled by a separate scheduler chip in the system.

Chapter 6 shows the experimental results from two chips designed for this thesis study.

First, it presents a phase error injection method for measuring link timing margins and

gives the results from a single-channel test chip implemented in a 0.25-µm CMOS

process. The experiment showed that the serial link can run as fast as 2Gb/s in both

32 32×
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differential and single-ended signalling. Next, the chapter shows results from an

experimental  crossbar chip, designed and fabricated in a 0.28-µm CMOS

process. One of the primary objectives of the crossbar-chip design was to demonstrate the

robustness of the Asymmetric Serial Links within a practical noisy chip and system

environment. The chip operated successfully, with each link running at 1.6 Gb/s. The

measured bit-error-rate was less than 10-14 when all channels and the switch core were

operating. The crossbar chip consumed 5W and provided a total bandwidth above 50 Gb/s.

32 32×
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Chapter 2

Background

To investigate the problems created by having many serial links on a single chip, one must

understand the design of each individual serial link first. Hence, this chapter starts with an

overview of a basic serial link in Section 2.1. One key challenge for any high speed link is

to overcome the noise present in the transmission medium, the packages, and the chips

themselves, and still able to transmit and receive data at a fast rate. The two main issues in

the high-speed link design are signalling and clocking. The signalling issue is related to

how to maximize the voltage margins of the interface and the clocking issue is related to

when to transmit and receive the data to maximize the timing margins of the interface.

These two issues and their impact on the link design are discussed in Section 2.2 and

Section 2.3 respectively.

The timing recovery circuits play a key role in the clocking method of any serial link.

Section 2.4 reviews the design of a dual-loop phase-locked loop (PLL) and delay-locked

loop (DLL), proposed by Horowitzet al. [44] and Sidiropouloset al. [56][91],

respectively. This thesis work modified Sidiropoulos’ dual-loop DLL architecture for use

in a PLL to provide clock multiplying capability. Section 2.4 highlights the high-level

architecture of the dual-loop PLL. The implementation details are discussed in Chapter 4.

Finally, Section 2.5 presents a fast network switch called the Tiny Tera, which uses high-

speed serial links to increase its total bandwidth. The center switch fabric of the Tiny Tera

is implemented by several parallel high-fanin crossbar chips. The section discusses the

problems created by using high-speed serial links for these high-fanin crossbar chips and

proposes a new serial link architecture−the Asymmetric Serial Link−to solve these

problems.

2.1 Basic Link Design

Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of a generic serial link. To prevent the digital logic at

the chip core from limiting the link speed, all the data are parallelized before being

processed by the digital logic. As shown in Figure 2.1, the N-bit datapath for the digital
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logic is serialized by the parallel-to-serial converter. The transmitter sends the serialized

bit stream to the channel, and the bit stream is received by the receiver. The termination

resistors, which match the impedance of the channel, minimize signal reflection. The

clock recovery circuit at the receiver end adjusts the receiver clock based on the received

data to center the data sampling point in the data eye. The serial-to-parallel converter

parallelizes the receiving bit stream into N parallel bits and resynchronizes them with the

digital logic on the receiver chip.

To understand and analyze the design issues in high-speed links, one can use an eye

diagram, which is an overlay of several signals on top of each other at a bit-time interval.

Figure 2.2 shows two different eye diagrams, one measured from a very clean

environment and the other from a very noisy environment. The horizontal axis is the time

and the vertical axis is the signal amplitude. Since the waveforms are the overlay of many

different data patterns, the opening in the center of the “eye” (the dark space) represents

the place where the data can be received correctly. Therefore, the eye opening in the

horizontal direction represents the timing margin at the measurement point whereas the

eye opening in the vertical direction represents the voltage margin.

The left eye diagram, which represents the one from a clean environment, is measured

from signals transmitted directly from a low-jitter function generator into an oscilloscope

through a low-loss coaxial cable. It thus has a very wide-open eye. The right eye diagram,

which represents the one from a noisy environment, is from signals transmitted from a

noisy transmitter chip to a lossy trace on a printed-circuit board, and then to a receiver

Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of a Generic Serial Link
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with on-chip termination. As a result, the right eye diagram appears to be much noisier

and hence is much smaller in both the vertical (signal amplitude) and the horizontal

(signal timing) direction than the left eye diagram.

Figure 2.2 points out the two main issues in the high-speed interface design: signalling

and clocking. The signalling issue is related to how to maximize the voltage margins of

the interface so that the receiver has enough voltage margin to acquire the data correctly.

The clocking issue concerns the question of when to transmit and receive data to

maximize the timing margins of the interface. The key design challenge to any high-speed

link design is to transmit and receive data correctly at the maximum rate with the existence

of the noise, which can affect both the signalling and clocking of the link. Section 2.2 and

Section 2.3 discuss each of these issues and their impact on the link design respectively.

2.2 Signalling

The main sources of the signal distortion on any high speed link are signal reflection,

crosstalk (or line coupling), self-induced power supply noise (dI/dt noise), and

intersymbol interference. The noise resulting from these sources is proportional to signal

amplitude and hence cannot be overcome by simply increasing the signal swing. The noise

must be minimized or cancelled by careful design. There is also noise independent of

signal amplitude, such as thermal noise or supply noise from the on-chip digital logic.

This independent noise can be overcome by increasing signal swing and thus can be dealt

with more easily than the proportional noise.

Figure 2.2: Data Eye Diagrams

Clean Eye Noisy Eye
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From the physical design standpoint, the different types of proportional noise are caused

by package parasitics, connectors, and signal attenuation on the PCB traces and cables.

The first two introduce impedance discontinuity that induces reflection noise. The

capacitive and inductive coupling from the packages and connectors all are the major

source of crosstalk. The inductive bonding wires on the packages cause dI/dt noise on the

power supply for the I/O pins. The signal attenuation on the PCB traces and cables along

with the package parasitics all contribute to intersymbol interference. To reduce the noise,

the designers have to carefully design or select the packages, connectors, PCB, and cables.

For applications where many links converge on a single chip, crosstalk poses a major

design challenge. Having many high-speed links converging on about one square inch of

area from all directions prevents one from using the common method of locally optimizing

a single link by making it physically distant from other signal traces. The problem is even

worse for packages, including both wire-bonded and flip-chip packages, because of the

high density of high speed signal traces on the package substrate and bonding wires. To

reduce crosstalk, designers can insert shielding package traces and bond-wires or use

differential signalling.

Differential signalling provides better noise immunity than single-ended signalling at the

expense of one more signal wire and pin for each link, i.e., 2-to-1 ratio in the number of

signal pins between a differential and single-ended link. In some cases, at the package

level, both differential and single-ended links need shielding traces to reduce crosstalk. As

a result, each differential link may cost three pins (two signals and one ground) while each

single-ended link costs two (one signal and one ground). In this case, the ratio in pin count

between differential and single-ended links becomes 3-to-2 instead of 2-to-1 described

before. Even though the differential links require more pins, they are much easier to

design for noise rejection than single-ended links. Moreover, the single-ended links need a

reference signal with the same response as their receiver input, which is difficult to

achieve [91]. Likewise, from the connector standpoint, the advantage of single-ended links

in fewer signal pins may also be offset by the need for more shielding ground pins to avoid

signal coupling. In a network switch or router where the links are run between PCBs and

connectors, the cost of additional PCB traces is insignificant. All these drove us to use

differential signalling for the serial link developed in this thesis work.
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Finally, while the dI/dt noise can be minimized by low inductance packages, its amplitude

and effect can be further reduced by careful design of the output transmitter. For

differential signalling, one can use a differential-pair with a constant current source, as

shown in Figure 2.3. This type of transmitter is classified as a “high-impedance driver” by

Sidiropoulos in [91] because of the high output impedance from its current source. This

transmitter induces minimal dI/dt noise because it sinks constant current through the

ground pin. In addition, because of the high output impedance of the current source, the

ground noise is isolated from the transmitted signals. Therefore, the noise from the

transmitter chip is separated from the receiver, hence improving the signal integrity of the

link.

This section briefly reviewed several important noise sources and techniques to reduce

their effect on high-speed signalling so that the voltage margin of signals can be

maximized. The next section will discuss another important issue of high-speed link

design−clocking, sometimes referred as synchronization. It is related to when to transmit

and receive data so that the timing margin of the high-speed links is maximized.

2.3 Clocking

Figure 2.4 shows the eye diagram of the received data. The best place to sample the data is

at the center of the eye, which maximizes the timing margin for data reception. To position

the sampling point at the eye center for uncertain channel delay and still achieve a high

Figure 2.3: High-impedance Open-drain Differential pair Driver

TxIn TxIn

+

-
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transmission bit rate, the source synchronous interface can be used [31][33][91]. The

source synchronous interface sends the data and clock in-phase from the transmitter chip

to the receiver chip, as shown in Figure 2.5. At the receiver end, the clocks are phase

shifted by half a bit time to clock the received data. The phase shifting is done by the

phase adjuster at the receiver end, which is commonly in the form of a PLL (Phase-

1 bit time

Figure 2.4: Received Data Eye

Sampling point

Figure 2.5: A Source Synchronous Interface

Transmitter Receiver

Phase
Adjuster

Clk

Data[0]

Data[N]
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Locked Loop) [44][49][56]. Since the clock travels the same length as the data, the

channel delay is cancelled out between the clock and data.

The explicit clock path of the source synchronous interface introduces additional cost for

each interface. Therefore, this interface usually appears in parallel links where multiple

links share the same clock path, such as processor-to-memory interfaces [31] and

multiprocessor interconnects [84][85].

However, for high-fanin applications such as network switches and routers where each

chip-to-chip interface on the high-fanin chip can only have a limited number of pins, the

clock overhead of the source synchronous interface becomes very costly. For example, a

 crossbar chip would need 64 clocks for the 32 inbound and 32 outbound links. To

eliminate this clock overhead, serial links can be used.

Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of a serial link, with no explicit clock path. The clock

recovery circuit at the receiver end adjusts the receiver clock based on the received data. In

general, the transmitter and receiver chips use different clock sources that have the same

clock frequency. However, since the clock sources may come from two different crystals,

there usually is a small deviation between the frequency on the transmitter chip and that on

the receiver chip. As a result, the clock recovery circuit must perform both frequency and

phase detection in order to lock both frequency and phase.

When frequency detection is necessary, the clock recovery circuit is usually designed to

lock to a local reference clock that is very close to that on the transmitter chip in

frequency. After the circuit locks the local reference clock, it switches to lock the phase of

the received data. This type of frequency and phase detection for serial links has been

32 32×

Figure 2.6: A General Serial Link

Transmitter Receiver

Clock
Recovery
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presented by Fiedler [9], Gu [10], Farjad-Rad [8], etc. In each design, the phase and

frequency detection mechanism appears to be much more complicated than the phase

detection mechanism of the source synchronous interface.

In the backplane interconnect for network systems, the designers sometimes can distribute

a reference clock to every interface chip within the system so that the frequency can be

identical for both the transmitter and receiver ends of the serial link. This greatly

simplifies the clock recovery mechanism because only phase-locking is necessary.

Figure 2.7 shows the serial link that uses a distributed reference clock. The clock is

distributed to both the transmitter and receiver chip. On the receiver chip, the phase

adjuster uses the reference clock to generate the clock phase of the receiver clock. To

perform clock recovery, the link has a phase detector in addition to the data receiver to

adjust the clock. The phase detector is designed to be nearly identical to the data receiver

so that their delay, setup-and-hold, and aperture time are approximately the same.

The phase adjuster in Figure 2.7 can be implemented by a DLL or a PLL. DLLs use a

voltage-controlled delay line to provide adjustable clock phases whereas the PLLs use a

Figure 2.7: A Serial Link with a Distributed Reference Clock

Transmitter Receiver

Phase
Adjuster

PD

PD: Phase Detector

Reference Clock
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voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The advantage of the DLL is that the control voltage

changes the delay and hence the phase directly. In a VCO-based PLL, the control line

changes the frequency so small errors are integrated and can lead to large accumulated

phase errors. As a result, the DLL generally induces smaller clock jitter than the PLL.

However, a standard delay line can only provide a finite adjustable range because it is

limited by the maximum and minimum adjustable delay of the delay line. This may limit

the operating frequency range of the DLL. To solve the problem, a dual-loop DLL

proposed by Sidiropoulos and Horowitz can be used to provide an unlimited range of

clock phases [56]. Another disadvantage of the DLL is that the input reference clock has

to be at the same frequency as the operating frequency in the DLL. For systems where a

very high clock rate is necessary, the designers may have to use PLLs, which can multiply

the clock frequencies. Traditional single-loop PLLs phase lock their clocks to the

reference clocks and thus cannot provide additional adjustable clock phases. To

implement the phase adjuster in Figure 2.7 using a PLL, a dual-loop architecture is

needed, which was first proposed by Horowitz,et al. [44]. Basically, in both dual-loop

architectures, the inner loop is composed of either a delay line for a DLL or a VCO for a

PLL and the outer loop provides adjustable clocks for the clock recovery of the serial link.

The dual-loop PLL has a large advantage when used in serial links. The inner loop does

not need to be looked to the data stream. It can be looked to a local clock, and hence can

use a conventional phase frequency detector. The outer loop is a simple first order loop,

since it adjusts phase directly. Thus it can use a non-linear phase detector (e.g. an input

receiver) without concern for loop stability. Figure 2.9, again, shows the eye diagram of

the received data. The data bits are sent on both edges of the clock1. Therefore, there are

two bits per clock cycle and each bit time is 180o. The ideal data sampling point is at the

center of the eye. To determine whether the data sampling point is at the correct spot, one

can sample the data transition point, which is called the timing sampling point. The timing

sampling point is 90o from the data sampling point. The data receiver in Figure 2.7

receives the data samples while the phase detector receives the timing samples.

1. Unless specifically mentioned, all the links described in this thesis will assume that data is sent on both
clock edges. However, the design techniques introduced later in the thesis are not limited to this transmission
scheme.
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Figure 2.8 shows a commonly used phase-detection mechanism for the serial link. When

the timing and data samples are different, the data sampling point occurs earlier than the

ideal eye center. Hence, the clock is early and has to be delayed by the phase adjuster in

DataTiming

90o

Figure 2.8: Phase Detection of Serial Links

Sample Sample

Clk Early = data XOR timing

Clk Late= data XNOR timing
DataTiming

90o

Sample Sample

DataTiming

90o

Ttx jitter+TISI
180o(1 bit time)

2 bits/clock

Figure 2.9: Received Data Eye

Sample Sample

Trx sh+Trx jitter

Ttx jitter: transmitter and its clock jitter

TISI: intersymbol interference

Trx sh: receiver setup/hold time

Trx jitter: receiver clock jitter
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Figure 2.7. On the other hand, when the timing and data samples are the same, the data

sampling point occurs later than the ideal eye center and thus the clock is late.

The key challenge of clocking design is to position these sampling points in a non-ideal

environment. The non-ideality can come from static timing offset and dynamic timing

variation on the clock recovery circuit, the transmitter, and the receiver. The clock

recovery circuit is especially important because it can be considered as a timing feedback

block. Without careful design, the feedback might induce large timing uncertainty and

degrade the link speed.

The static timing offset typically results from systematic clock skew or from an uncertain

receiver setup-and-hold window. The dynamic timing variation usually results from clock

jitter due to any power supply and substrate noise on the chip, or due to intersymbol

interference from the package and channel. The static variation deviates the average

positions of the sampling points from the center of the data eye. The dynamic variation

from the transmitter and its clock causes the fuzziness around the data eye in Figure 2.9

while the dynamic variation from the receiver clock causes the timing uncertainty of the

data sampling point, which is illustrated by the dash-arrows around the ideal data

sampling point in Figure 2.9.

For integrated CMOS chips, supply and substrate noise resulting from the switching of

digital logic or of output buffers is very significant. The noise introduces timing errors at

the VCOs in PLLs or at the delay line in DLLs. The low-jitter distributed reference clock

in Figure 2.7 provides a stable reference for the phase adjuster. For a DLL, the reference

clock directly feeds its delay line. So the clean reference clock provides a low-jitter delay

line. For a PLL the low-jitter reference clock allows a designer to adjust the PLL’s loop

bandwidth to be as high as possible (but still keeps the loop stable) so that the feedback

clock to the input of the phase detector can be aligned with the reference clock for any

noise whose frequency is lower than the PLL loop bandwidth.

The serial link developed in this thesis study, which is targeted for 2Gb/s, uses a VCO

based dual-loop PLL to allow a lower system reference clock (250MHz). The dual-loop

PLL is based on Sidiropoulos’s design in [56] and is discussed in the next section.
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2.4 Clock Recovery Circuits using Dual-loop PLL

Figure 2.10 shows the block diagram of the dual-loop PLL, which is comprised of an inner

analog loop and an outer digital phase control loop. The inner loop is a VCO-based third-

order PLL with a low-jitter reference clock. A divide-by-four circuit in the feedback to the

phase frequency detector makes the VCO run at four times the rate of the reference clock.

The four-stage VCO uses differential elements [52] to generate eight clock phases, spaced

45o apart. The same bias used for the VCO is also used for the charge pump circuit so that

the loop bandwidth is scaled with the operating frequency, which widens the operating

range of the PLL [51]. The outer loop uses the clock multiplexors to select two adjacent

phases from the VCO. A digitally controlled interpolator mixes the two adjacent phases to

generate any one of 17 finer phases. Changing the mux select signals to the input of the

interpolator adds an extra fine phase. As a result, each VCO clock cycle can be subdivided

into = 136 phases, which results in a phase resolution of 7.4 ps for a 1GHz VCO

Inner Analog loop

Clock Muxes

2 22 2

0o 45o 90o 135o

Clock interpolator

1/4

RefClk

D2S and buffers

Phase
Control
Logic

Rx
Din

Outer digital-controlled loop

45o

CPPFD

VCO

Figure 2.10: Block Diagram of a Dual-Loop PLL

PD

RClk

RTClk

PD: Phase Detector (Timing Receiver)
Rx: Data Receiver
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clock. This step size is much smaller than the peak-to-peak jitter for the overall clock

circuits, which is about 50ps for a quiet supply and over 100ps for a noisy supply.

Therefore, the phase offset due to the quantization error from the digital phase control

loop is negligible.

Figure 2.11 recaps the function of the clock multiplexor and interpolator. For simplicity,

these two blocks together are called thephase selectorin the rest of the thesis. The phase

selector divides a VCO cycle into 136 phases, in order to get very fine clock resolution.

The digital phase control logic selects one of these very fine phases for the clock buffer.

The output of the phase selector is amplified and buffered by the differential-to-single-

ended converter and clock buffers. The data receiver clock, RClk, is used by the receiver to

sample the incoming data at the center of the data eye. The input data is also sent to the

phase detector, which samples the data transition edge. The clock for the phase detector,

RTClk, is one half bit time away from the data receiver clock. The phase detector clock

(also called timing receiver clock) can be generated by another phase selector, with the

phase to be one half bit time away from the data receiver clock, which is equal to two

stages of the core ring delay. The results of both the phase detector and the data receiver

are sent to the digital phase control logic to determine how to set the phase setting for the

phase selector to keep the data sampling point at the center of the data eye. This closes the

Clock Muxes

Clock Interpolator
= Phase Selector

 (2 bit times)

VCO Clock

136
Phases

Selected
Phase

Inner Analog loop

Phase Selector

Phase
Control
Logic

RefClk

To Clock Buffer

Rising Edge

Figure 2.11: Clock Phase Selector
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outer digital phase control loop. One can clearly see that this outer phase control loop is a

first-order delay locked loop because it directly adjusts phase, in contrast to frequency in a

second-order loop.

The digital-control property of the outer loop provides great flexibility in the design of the

serial link’s phase control mechanism. Designers can adjust the tracking bandwidth as

well as the lock-in rate by implementing them in the digital phase control logic. In a noisy

chip environment, any noise introduces timing variations on both the transmitter and

receiver clocks as well as on the transmitter and receiver circuits. In addition, intersymbol

interference on the channel also introduces timing noise into the data eye. As a result, the

data on the channel has considerable jitter. To keep the data jitter from moving the receiver

sampling point to an incorrect position, the clock recovery circuit needs to have a very low

bandwidth to filter out the effects of any jitter. This can be achieved by lowering the

update rate of the phase control logic to decrease the tracking bandwidth of the outer loop.

In addition to the advantage of flexibility in the phase control mechanism, the dual-loop

architecture can also provide multiple adjustable clocks at low incremental cost. This can

be accomplished by adding phase selectors to the outer loop of the PLL while sharing the

same inner VCO loop, as shown in Figure 2.12. The stable VCO clocks are distributed to

multiple phase selectors. Each phase selector is controlled by a different set of phase

Inner Analog loop

Phase Selector
Phase
Control
Logic 1

RefClk

To Clock Buffer 1

Figure 2.12: A Dual-Loop Architecture with Multiple Clocks
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control logic and drives a different clock buffer. In other words, the same dual-loop PLL

can provide multiple independent clocks with different, arbitrary clock phases. Sharing the

inner VCO loop reduces the overall cost.

This ability to have multiple independent clocks from the same dual-loop PLL is quite

useful. For a serial link pair, one PLL can generate both adjustable transmitter and receiver

clocks. This thesis work takes advantage of this flexibility to move the clock recovery

circuits of serial links for high-fanin chips around based on system constraints.

Next, Section 2.5 introduces a fast network switch, called the Tiny Tera, which utilizes

high-speed serial links to increase its data bandwidth. The section then discusses the

problems of using serial links for high-fanin crossbar chips and then presents a solution,

which was inspired by the dual-loop PLL architecture.

2.5 The Tiny Tera

The design of the Asymmetric Serial Link was originally motivated by the design of the

Tiny Tera packet switch [83], which is an example of a fast switch that uses high-speed

serial links to increase its total bandwidth. The Tiny Tera, shown in Figure 2.13, is a small

but high-bandwidth network switch, composed of 32 ports, each operating at 16 Gb/s. The

main purpose of the Tiny Tera is to increase the raw interconnect bandwidth, which is

crucial in building any high-speed network system.

M
em

or
y

M
em

or
y

High
Speed
Links

Figure 2.13: The Tiny Tera

8 32x32 Crossbar Chips
32 Port Cards
2Gb/s Serial Links
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Scheduler
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The core of the Tiny Tera switch consists of eight synchronous crossbar chips. The

interfaces between the ports and the crossbar switch core, and between the ports and the

scheduler are implemented by high-speed serial links, with each link targeted at 2Gb/s.

The use of high-speed links not only provides high bandwidth for the switch but also

reduces the total pin count of the chips and connectors in the system.

The Tiny Tera transmits data on both edges of thehalf-bit-rate clock, which runs at 1GHz.

At this rate, only very few simple logic gates can be fit between two flip-flops, even for a

state-of-the-art 0.25µm CMOS technology. Therefore, the digital logic in the Tiny Tera

runs at a slowerbyte clock, which is one-fourth of the half-bit-rate clock. To provide a

synchronous timing reference to all the chips, a global reference clock at the byte clock

rate is distributed to all the chips. As will be seen later in the thesis, this feature facilitates

some aspects of the serial link design in the Tiny Tera.

switch architecture

Port Chips

Crossbar
Chip

Figure 2.14: A System with High-fanin Chips
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The Tiny Tera uses the switch architecture shown in Figure 1.2, which can be represented

as in the bottom diagram of Figure 2.14. At the center is a  crossbar chip in the

switch fabric, surrounded by 32 chips on the port cards. The arrows represent the high-

speed serial links that form the interconnect between the crossbar chip and the port chips.

In this design, the crossbar chip has a very high fanin because 32 serial links terminate on

it.

Conventional serial links have clock recovery circuits, usually implemented with PLLs at

the receiver ends, as shown in Figure 2.15. In the figure, a pair of serial links are

transferring data in opposite directions. Each link’s PLL is placed at the end of the link to

adjust the receiver clock. As a result, the two links are symmetric.

Figure 2.16 shows a high-fanin chip that uses conventional serial links to interface with its

port chips. Each square represents a PLL. With the conventional design, each inbound link

to the high-fanin chip needs to have a PLL on the chip to recover the timing. As a result,

there are 32 PLLs on a single  crossbar chip in Figure 2.16.

32 32×
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RxTx

Tx

PLL

PLL

Figure 2.15: A Conventional Serial Link Pair
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: PLL

Conventional
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Figure 2.16: A High-fanin Chip and its Port Chips with Conventional Serial Links
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Figure 2.17: A High-fanin Chip and its Port Chips with Asymmetric Serial Links
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Having many PLLs on a single chip may lead to problems in terms of power, noise

coupling, and latency introduced through the high-fanin chip. To solve these problems,

one can move the PLLs away from the crossbar chip to the port chips, which interface with

the high-fanin crossbar chip, as shown in Figure 2.17. With this configuration, the timing

of the inbound links to the crossbar chip is adjusted at their transmitter end, instead of at

the receiver end, and the timing of the crossbar chip is fixed. Fittingly, the crossbar chip is

named thedumb endand the port chips that adjust the clocks are named thesmart end.

Because the two links of the same pair are no longer symmetric, this type of serial link is

called an Asymmetric Serial Link, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The circuit

implementation of the link is presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Architecture and Synchronization

The Asymmetric Serial Link moves the timing circuits to the transmitter end of the

inbound links coming into the high-fanin chips in the network switches to avoid many

timing circuits clumped on the high-fanin chips. This chapter first introduces the link

architecture in Section 3.1. The asymmetric nature of the link requires us to use explicit

calibration packets to calibrate the link periodically. However, periodic link calibration

provides very limited tracking bandwidth. Therefore, the asymmetric link needs to use a

local PLL and a delay-replica clock generation scheme to track dynamic noise on the chip.

The use of the calibration packets allows the link to use the same receiver for both data

reception and phase detection. This minimizes the timing offset from the phase detection,

which further improves the performance of the link. Section 3.2 discusses the detail of the

clock synchronization, including link calibration, the PLL and delay-replica clock

generation scheme, and phase detection. Finally, Section 3.3 goes over the

synchronization procedure, including the bootup sequence and the periodic calibration.

3.1 Link Architecture

Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of the Asymmetric Serial Link. On the left is thesmart

end, which is on the port chips of the Tiny Tera switch. On the right is the dumb end,

which is on the crossbar chip. In contrast to a conventional serial link pair, which has a

PLL at each receiver end (see Figure 2.15), the PLLs of both links are on the same end, the

smart end, and there is no PLL at the dumb end. In other words, both the transmitter and

receiver clock are fixed on one side.

For the dumb-to-smart link on the bottom of Figure 3.1, the PLL is at the receiver end to

adjust the receiver clock. Hence, the link works in the same way as conventional links. For

the smart-to-dumb link on the top of Figure 3.1, the PLL is at the transmitter end.

Therefore, instead of adjusting the clock at the receiver as the conventional links do, the

smart-to-dumb link adjusts the transmitter clock so that the data launched from thesmart

transmitter can be received by the dumb receiver correctly.
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The key question for the smart-to-dumb link is how to adjust the transmitter clock. For any

serial link, the timing information for clock adjustment can be acquired only at the

receiver end, as explained in Section 2.3. Therefore, to adjust the transmitter clock, the

timing information must be sent from the dumb end to the smart end. To avoid the need for

any explicit feedback channel, the timing information can be sent back through the dumb-

to-smart link.

Figure 3.2 shows a high-level view of the timing recovery of the Asymmetric Serial Link.

To send back the timing information for the smart-to-dumb end correctly, the dumb-to-

smart link must be synchronized first. However, both links also have to send their own

regular data. As a result, the smart-to-dumb link can be calibrated only periodically,

meaning that an explicit calibration packet is necessary to synchronize the asymmetric

link. Figure 3.2 shows that both data and the calibration packets are multiplexed into each

link.

The use of the calibration packets greatly affects the overall system design because it can

provide only limited tracking bandwidth. Other means are needed to keep the link running

Rx

RxTx

Smart End
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Smart

Smart

Dumb

Dumb

Dumb End
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PLL

Fixed

Clock

Port Chip Crossbar
Figure 3.1: Link Architecture of the Asymmetric Serial Link
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reliably within a noisy chip environment. The next section presents in detail the

synchronization mechanisms of the link, which not only provide a reasonable tracking

bandwidth, but also eliminate the timing offset from the phase detection by taking

advantage of the use of the calibration packets.

3.2 Synchronization Mechanisms

The Asymmetric Serial Link was intended to be used in the Tiny Tera so the link follows

its data format, which requires different levels of synchronization. Figure 3.3 illustrates

the high-level data format of the Tiny Tera, where the data is processed on a frame-by-

frame basis. In the Tiny Tera, each frame is nine bytes long, including one header byte and

eight data bytes. Section 5.2 will explain the data format in detail. With this data format,

the link performs three levels of synchronization: bit, byte, and frame synchronization.

The bit synchronization aligns the data sampling point with the center of the data eye,

maximizing the timing margins for receiving data bits correctly. The byte synchronization

groups data into bytes for the byte-wide datapath of the digital logic. The frame

synchronization aligns the frame data.
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Figure 3.2: Timing Recovery of the Asymmetric Serial Link
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As explained in Section 3.1, the asymmetric nature of the link forces it to use calibration

packets to calibrate the link. Section 3.2.1 discusses the link calibration mechanism and

presents the calibration packet used for the link calibration. The use of explicit calibration

can adjust the clock phase to compensate for the static channel delay but its effective

tracking bandwidth is quite low. To prevent the noisy CMOS chip environment from

injecting dynamic timing jitter to the clocks, the link calibration works in conjunction with

a local PLL to track out local delay changes. Section 3.2.2 describes the PLL and delay-

replica clock generation circuit on both the smart and dumb ends to reduce system jitter.

To further improve the performance of the link, the phase detection of the Asymmetric

Serial Link takes advantage of the use of the calibration packets to use the same receiver

for both data reception and phase detection. This is presented in Section 3.2.3.

Section 3.2.4 presents the implementation of the clock generation circuit on the smart end.

3.2.1  Link Calibration

The calibration packet, shown in Figure 3.4, is used in both the bootup and the periodic

calibration. The first byte of the packet is acontrol byte, which contains the calibrate bit

and the synchronization status of the other link. The calibrate bit is set to one for

calibration and to zero for real data transmission. The synchronization status includes the

state of byte synchronization, frame synchronization, and bit synchronization (clock early

or late). The remaining three bits of the control byte are reserved for system use. The

second and third bytes of the calibration packet are for byte and frame searching and

checking. The 1s and 0s are in pairs to avoid aliasing of the byte/frame synchronization

pattern even with clock uncertainty as high as one bit time. Therefore, the pattern can be

Figure 3.3: Bit, Byte, and Frame Synchronization
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used to check byte synchronization evenbefore the bits are synchronized. The frame

synchronization checks whether or not the second and third bytes of the frame match the

second and third bytes in the calibration frame. The rest of the packet alternates between 1

and 0 and is used for bit synchronization. The Asymmetric Serial Link takes a majority

vote of the 32 edges from the 5th to the 8th bytes and makes one clock early or late

decision to filter out the effect of any high-frequency noise. The 4th and 9th bytes are not

used by the phase-control logic, as will be explained in Section 3.2.3.

The slew rate of the link calibration indicates how fast the link’s periodic calibration can

correct any timing variation on the link. The calibration slew rate is defined to be the rate

needed to track the maximum slew rate of timing variation throughout a variation cycle.

Equation (3.1) shows the calibration slew rate based on this definition.

(3.1)

Tframe is the frame time, which is 72 bit times and 36ns at 2Gb/s in the Tiny Tera. Tjitter is

the peak-to-peak jitter tracked by the calibration loop. 2π is added to account for the factor

that the loop has to track the maximum slew rate of timing variation. Trs is the phase

<ctrl byte > 11001111 00001100 01010101 01010101 01010101 01010101 01010101 01010101

byte/frame sync bit sync ( timing byte )

Figure 3.4: Calibration Packet

Ctrl Byte

Bit 7: Calibrate
Bit 6-3: Sync Status (byte sync, frame sync, early, late)
Bit 2-0: Reserved Bits

71 64 63 48 47 0

01010101 01010101 (Bit Sync)Byte/Frame SyncCtrl

Calibration Packet

1
T frame 2πT jitter Trs⁄( )×
---------------------------------------------------------------- Caloccupancy×
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resolution of the digitally controlled phase selector. The resolution is 7.4ps at 2Gb/s as

described in Section 2.4. Caloccupancy is the percentage of the calibration frames in the

data flow. If 1% of the frames are for calibration, i.e., Caloccupancy is 1%, the calibration

slew rate from Equation (3.1) is about650Hz for tracking 500ps peak-to-peak jitter and is

about6.5kHz for 50ps jitter. The slew rate can be increased by raising Caloccupancy, i.e., by

calibrating the link more often. However, from the system point of view, the link should be

optimized by increasing the time for real data transmission. Therefore, 1% of Caloccupancy

should be our goal.

As a result, using calibration packets allows us to lock the loop, but will really track only

very low frequency changes. For a noisy system to have good performance, we need to

design the smart and dumb ends so that the only phase noise that needs to be corrected is

very low frequency (below kHz range). This objective can be accomplished by carefully

design the clocks on both the smart and dumb chips. The next section explains this design

detail.

3.2.2  PLL and Delay-Replica Clock Generation

As introduced in Section 2.5, in the Tiny Tera, a synchronous low jitter reference clock

running at the same frequency as the on-chip byte clock is distributed to all the chips so

there is no phase slipping. The Asymmetric Serial Link takes advantage of these low-jitter

reference clocks and uses one PLL on each chip to phase-lock the timing at the pins of

each link. The arrangement is to have one PLL for all the dumb ends on the dumb chip and

to have one PLL for each smart end on the smart chip. Since the timing at the pins of the

dumb chip is phase-locked to a stable reference, all the slow periodic calibration has to

compensate for is the cable delay and the reference clock skew, which are nearly static.

This greatly reduces the required calibration rate.

Figure 3.5 shows the delay-replica clock generation on the dumb end. One PLL is shared

by all the links on the entire dumb end. The PLL drives the clock tree that provides clocks

for all the transmitters and receivers on the dumb end. In the figure, D is a dummy buffer

that has the same delay as the transmitter (from the transmitter clock to the transmitter

output). The transmitter clocks are preskewed by this dummy buffer delay relative to the

external reference clock whereas the receiver clocks are directly tapped from the end of

the clock distribution tree. In the current-integrating receiver, which is used by the

Asymmetric Serial Link and described in Section 4.2, the setup time is determined by the

PMOS sampling switch and is thus very small provided the receiver clock has a fast edge
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rate. This makes the timing at the receiver clocks very close to the timing at the receiver

pins. Therefore, with the delay-replica clock generation just described, all the timing at the

pins on the dumb end are phase-locked to the external reference clock. The tracking

bandwidth of this clock generation loop is determined by the shared PLL.

Similar to the dumb end, the smart end also has to phase-lock the signal timing at the pins.

However, in contrast to the dumb end where the clocks are all phase aligned to the external

reference clock, the smart end has to adjust its transmitter and receiver clock to

compensate for the uncertain cable delay and the reference clock skew. Figure 3.6 shows

the delay-replica clock generation on the smart end that fits both requirements. The PLL is

implemented by the dual-loop PLL presented in Section 2.4. Each buffer chain in the

figure represents a phase selector and a clock buffer. The transmitter and receiver clocks

are generated by different phase selectors and phase control logic. The implementation

detail is presented in Section 3.2.4.

As shown in the figure, there is a dummy feedback clock path back to the input of the

PLL, which phase-locks with the external reference clock. Again, D is the dummy buffer

that has the same delay as the transmitter. The clock path of the transmitter clock is again

one dummy buffer shorter than the buffer chain of the dummy feedback. Therefore, after

Tx

Rx

PLL D
(Shared)RefClk

Dumb End
D

= Tx delay

Tx

Rx

Other
Tx & Rx

Figure 3.5: Delay-Replica Clock Generation on the Dumb End
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adding the transmitter delay, the transmitter output is phase-locked to the external

reference clock. The receiver’s clock path is an identical replica of the dummy feedback

clock path so that the receiver clock is phase-locked to the external reference clock. The

phase setting of the phase selectors in all the clock paths are set to be the same after

bootup so that after bootup, both the transmitter output and receiver clock will be phase-

aligned to the external reference clock. After the link calibration adjusts the clocks, their

final positions maintain a fixed timing relationship relative to the reference clock even

with the existence of supply and thermal noise.

Given the PLL and delay-replica clock generation scheme, any on-chip dynamic

variations have been compensated for by the PLL loop. In other words, the tracking

bandwidth of the asymmetric link becomes equivalent to the PLL loop bandwidth instead

of the slow calibration bandwidth. The tracking bandwidth of most of the conventional

serial links is also equal to their PLL loop bandwidth. Therefore, from the tracking

bandwidth perspective, the asymmetric link is comparable to any conventional link.

So far, both the interconnect delay and the system clock skew has been assumed to be near

DC. While this is true for the interconnect delay, which is the delay on the package, board

traces, and connectors, the reference clock skew depends on the accuracy of the clock
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Figure 3.6: Delay-Replica Clock Generation on the Smart End
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buffer chips. Most of the ECL or PECL clock buffer chips have very low sensitivity with

respect to supply and temperature variations. Therefore, the system clock skew is also

almost static over time and can be tracked by a very slow calibration loop.

In reality, the delay matching in the delay-replica clock generation cannot be perfect.

Therefore, the timing at the transmitter and receiver pins cannot be perfectly stable.

Nevertheless, the dynamic variation comes only from the difference in the delay matching

paths. For instance, for a 1ns long clock path, which is typical on the dumb end, 10% of

path mismatch is equal to 100 ps delay mismatch. The dynamic variation only affects this

100ps mismatch. 10% supply and substrate noise will result in about 10% variation of the

100ps, i.e., 10ps, for an inverter chain. This should be small enough for 500ps bit time at

2Gb/s and thus can be neglected.

3.2.3  Phase Detection

The serial links recover timing information directly from the received data stream. As

explained in Section 2.3, most serial links rely on both data and timing samples to center

the data sampling point in a data eye. The distance between the data sampling point and

the timing sampling point is half a bit time (90o). If this distance is off from 90o when the

timing sampling point is at the data transition point, then the data sampling point will not

be at the center of the data eye. This degrades the timing margins of the link.

This type of timing offset in the phase detection is very common in conventional schemes

where the data receiver and the phase detector are separate circuits, even with the same

circuit style (shown in Figure 3.7). In this design, the phase setting of the phase detector is

provided by adding a 90o offset on the phase setting for the data receiver. Difference in

delays between the two clock paths, different receiver offsets will affect data centering.

Since the asymmetric link needs to use calibration packets, it does not receive data while it

is looking at timing. Thus the link can use the same receiver for both data reception and

phase detection, completely eliminating phase offset caused by receiver offset and clock

buffer mismatches. The timing information for bit synchronization, which keeps the

receiver sampling point at the center of a bit time, is obtained by shifting the receiver clock

for the smart receiver and the transmitter clock for the smart transmitter by 90o. Figure 3.8

shows the case for the smart receiver. The phase selector multiplexes its phase setting

between the setting for data reception and that for phase detection. With this scheme, the
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only timing offset in phase detection is from the clock shifting within the VCO, which can

be minimized by careful layout such as the interleaving buffers shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 3.9 shows the histogram of the 90o phase shifting measured at 1.6Gb/s. Each bit

time at this rate is 625ps and hence half a bit time is 312.5ps. The waveform shows that the

clock phase shifts by 317.5ps, i.e., there is only 1.6% deviation. This indicates that the

VCO layout is well balanced and phase detection can have very low offset.

3.2.4  Implementation

The clock generation circuitry at the smart end of the links includes a dual-loop PLL with

three digitally-controlled phase selectors, as shown in Figure 3.10. The circuit

implementation of the dual-loop PLL and phase selectors is discussed in detail in

Section 4.1. This section focuses on the loop architecture.

Figure 3.10 shows the architecture of the dual-loop PLL. The timing information from

each link is processed by a logic block that controls the phase selectors. Three phase

selectors respectively generate the digital divider clock, the transmitter clock, and the

receiver clock. The phase setting for the digital divider clock is always fixed at the first

phase of the 136 phases of the half-bit-rate clock. The phase settings for all other clocks

are also set to the same first phase after the chip reset and are then adjusted later during

Figure 3.9: 90o Phase Shifting at 1.6Gb/s (625ps per bit time)
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calibration periods. During normal data transmission, both the transmitter and the receiver

clock are setup in a way that the receiver sampling point is at the center of data eyes.

During the bit synchronization, which takes place at calibration time using bytes 5-8 of the

calibration packets, the transmitter clock phase and the receiver clock phase are shifted by

half a bit time (90o). The time required for the 90o phase shift to take effect is about one

bit time from the time when the phase setting is changed. The phase setting is controlled

by digital logic running in the byte clock domain so the phase shifting can be certain only

at the byte time level, and not at the bit time level. Therefore, in the calibration packet

shown in Figure 3.4, the fourth and the last byte are not used. From the clock shifting

standpoint, these two bytes are used as the guard band around the four timing bytes

between them during the bit synchronization.

The clock generation circuit is carefully tuned so that all the output clock paths have

approximately the same delay. The receiver clock path has an extra delay circuit to match

matches Clk-to-Q delay
and Tx delay

PFD: Phase Frequency Detector

divide-by-four circuit
CP: Charge Pump

90o: 1/2 bit time

Figure 3.10: The Dual-Loop PLL for the Delay-Replica Clock Generation on the Smart End
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the clock-to-output delay of the digital divider in the PLL. The digital divider is sized so

that its clock-to-output delay matches that of the transmitter, so no extra delay circuit is

needed in the transmitter clock path. This locks the transmitter output and the receiver

sampling time to the reference clock, as needed by the delay-replica clock generation

scheme.

3.3 Synchronization Procedure

The Asymmetric Serial Link has three stages of synchronization: PLL lock-in, bootup,

and periodic calibration. In the first stage, the analog PLL locks to the external reference

clocks. This provides stable clock phases to calibrate the link. During the bootup stage, the

links are continuously calibrated to synchronize the phase-control loop for both links. And

finally, during normal operation, the links periodically calibrate themselves.

3.3.1  Bootup

During bootup, both the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links continuously calibrate

themselves to compensate for the cable delay and system clock skew until byte, frame and

bit synchronization is achieved. The dumb-to-smart link is synchronized first; the smart-

to-dumb link does not start synchronization until valid data are fed back over the dumb-to-

smart link. To avoid any false-locking of the smart-to-dumb link, before the dumb-to-

smart link is synchronized, the smart-to-dumb link sends a repeated special pattern1 that is

different from the second and third bytes of the calibration packet over the link so that the

link cannot be falsely byte and frame synchronized. Other than this, both links follow a

similar synchronization procedure and use the same calibration packet.

The interface of the serial links are byte wide and data are transferred each byte clock. By

advancing the transmitter or the receiver clock, one can get the serial data to rotate a full

byte clock cycle. Therefore, to synchronize the links, the Asymmetric Serial Link rotates

the clock by one phase at a time in one predefined direction until the byte/frame pattern is

detected at a byte boundary. Since the two bytes used for the byte synchronization occur

only in the second and third bytes of each calibration packet, the frame and byte

boundaries are found simultaneously, i.e., the link has to rotate the clock through one byte

at most. After the bytes and frames are synchronized, the link starts synchronizing the bits.

1. The pattern is 11000001. The first bit is one to indicate that the link is in calibration mode.
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To avoid false byte synchronization due to noise and jitter, a simple byte-match state

machine is used. With this state machine, the link will be in byte synchronization only

after four consecutive byte matches occur. Once the link is in byte synchronization, four

consecutive mismatches will also be required to push it out of byte synchronization. This

will keep a few bit errors from causing a loss of byte synchronization and further bit

errors. Figure 3.11 shows the state machine that performs this function.

In addition, the long loopback delay decreases the phase margin of the link dramatically.

To keep the phase-control loop stable, the new timing information for the next adjustment

is taken only after the previous clock adjustment has taken effect.

After byte and frame synchronization are complete, the clocks are fine-tuned to achieve bit

synchronization. The link uses a bang-bang phase-control loop controlled by the phase-

control logic, which takes a majority vote over 32 edges in each calibration frame. At the

beginning of bit synchronization, the clock phase is moved in the same direction as it is for

Figure 3.11: Check Byte State Machine
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synchronizing bytes and frames until it is close to the center of the bit time. This is

accomplished by moving the sampling point until the first time the bang-bang phase-

control loop changes the direction of the clock movement. At this point, the link concludes

that the edge has been located, completing the bit synchronization process.

When both the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links are byte, frame and bit

synchronized, the links are ready for use. They are then calibrated periodically to track

low frequency phase shifts.

In contrast to most of the conventional synchronization schemes, in which the bits are

synchronized first and then the bytes and frames are aligned, the Asymmetric Serial Link

first looks for the bytes and frames and then finally the bits. The reason this works is that

all the clocks are synchronous because of the distributed low-jitter reference clocks in the

Tiny Tera. The advantages of synchronizing bytes and frames before the bits are two-fold.

First, no extra hardware rotator is necessary after the parallel-to-serial and serial-to-byte

converters. This avoids extra time for the data to pass through the rotator and saves the

power and area that would have been consumed by the hardware rotator. Second, the

phase-control algorithm becomes very simple. The link needs only four bits: byte sync,

frame sync, and clock early and late for both the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links.

A simple bang-bang phase-control algorithm that moves clocks one phase at a time is

sufficient for all bit, byte and frame synchronization.

3.3.2  Periodic Calibration

During each calibration frame, the status of byte/frame synchronization is first checked. If

the links are out of byte/frame synchronization for four frames in a row, the Asymmetric

Serial Link will change to the bootup mode and resynchronize the bytes, frames, and bits

of the links. If the links remain byte/frame synchronized, the bang-bang phase-control

logic moves the clock phase by one step to keep the clock at the center of the bit time.

3.3.3  Link Calibration−Putting Everything Together

Figure 3.12 shows the calibration of the smart-to-dumb link. During calibration, i.e., when

the calibrate bit is set, the smart transmitter selects the calibration packet and sends it onto

the link to the dumb receiver. When the packet gets to the timing bytes in the calibration

packet, the transmitter clock is shifted by 90o. This effectively shifts the 1010 data by 90o,

as shown on the top portion of Figure 3.12. Since the dumb receiver clock is never

changed, the phase shifting of the data will place the data edges right on the receiver
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sampling point for bit synchronization. The framing logic at the dumb end checks byte

and frame synchronization, and the majority vote logic determines whether the clock is

early or late. The result is stored on the dumb end until the calibration packet for the

dumb-to-smart link arrives in the data stream.

Figure 3.13 shows the calibration of the dumb-to-smart link. When the calibration packet

of the dumb-to-smart link arrives, it takes the synchronization status of the smart-to-dumb

link from the majority vote and that from the framing block and merges these status bits

into the control byte of the calibration packet. The calibration packet is then sent to the

smart end. When the timing bytes arrive, the smart receiver clock is shifted by 90o so that

the clock is right on the data transition edges. Similar to what happens in the smart-to-

dumb link, there is framing logic to check the byte and frame synchronization and there is

the majority vote logic to determine whether the clock is early or late for the bit

synchronization. The synchronization status bits of both links are sent to the phase-control

logic to adjust the corresponding transmitter or receiver clocks. Before the bytes and
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Figure 3.12: Link Calibration of the Smart-to-Dumb Link
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frames are synchronized, the clock early or late from bit synchronization is overridden by

the predefined direction for the byte and frame synchronization. After the bytes and

frames are synchronized, the phase-control logic adjusts the clock based on the clock early

or late for bit synchronization.

The above description of the link calibration shows that the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-

smart links are calibrated in a similar manner. The only asymmetry comes from the fact

that the PLLs for calibrating the links are only on the smart end.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has presented the architecture and synchronization of the Asymmetric Serial

Link. This link has the PLL and the phase-control logic that adjusts the clocks on the

smart end while the clocks on the dumb end are fixed. This avoids having many PLLs on

each high-fanin crossbar chip in the Tiny Tera.
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Figure 3.13: Link Calibration of the Dumb-to-Smart Link
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The smart-to-dumb link is calibrated periodically when the dumb end sends timing

information received by the dumb receiver through the dumb-to-smart link. This can

compensate for cable delay and reference clock skew over the link. However, the tracking

bandwidth of this calibration loop is too low to track timing variations from low frequency

supply noise. To solve this problem, the asymmetric link adds a local PLL shared by all

the transmitters and receivers on the dumb end. For both the smart and dumb end, the link

uses the PLL and delay-replica clock generation to compensate for any timing variations

slower than the PLL’s loop bandwidth. This greatly reduces the required periodic

calibration rate. The use of calibration packets allows the link to use the same receiver for

both data reception and phase detection by shifting the clocks between the data and timing

clock phases. This reduces the static phase error of the 90o phase shift and thus improves

the performance of the link. The only offset in 90o phase shift comes from the clock

shifting in the VCO, which can be optimized by very careful layout.

While the architecture and synchronization mechanisms of the Asymmetric Serial Link

resolve the system-level problem created by having many links connected to a high-fanin

chip, the performance of the link, in terms of speed and robustness within a noisy

environment, is strongly affected by the detailed circuit implementation of each individual

block of the link. Chapter 4 presents several key circuits used by the Asymmetric Serial

Link.
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Chapter 4

Circuit Building Blocks

This chapter examines each individual circuit block used in the Asymmetric Serial Link

and discusses the blocks’ circuit architecture and implementation details. Section 4.1

presents the circuits used in the dual-loop PLL. Its inner loop provides coarse but stable

phases from the VCO. The outer loop uses digital-controlled phase selectors to provide

high-resolution clock phases.

The signalling circuits use differential receivers and transmitters to reject common-mode

noise from the on-chip power supply. Section 4.2 presents the receiver circuit, which is

based on the current-integrating receiver designed by Sidiropoulos [34]. Section 4.3

presents the current-mode differential-pair transmitter, which isolates the effect of the

supply noise in the transmitter chip from the receiver chip and to reduce the dI/dt noise on

the transmitter chip.

Section 4.4 discusses the design of the parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel converters

that handle the speed conversion between the half-bit-rate and byte clock domains. To

match the real designed hardware, the parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel converters

are called byte-to-serial and serial-to-byte converters in the thesis.

4.1 Dual-loop PLL with Digitally Controlled Phase
Selectors

The dual-loop PLL is composed of an inner analog loop and one or more outer digital

phase control loops. Section 4.1.1 covers the circuits used in the inner analog loop and the

following subsection discusses the phase interpolator used in the outer loop. Section 4.1.3

explains design issues with having multiple phase selectors in the outer loop. Section 4.1.4

presents the replica bias circuits for both the inner and outer loops. Section 4.1.5 focuses

on the differential-to-single-ended converter and its duty-cycle corrector. The latter is

crucial because the data is transmitted on both edges of the half-bit-rate clock. Finally,

Section 4.1.6 discusses how to start up the PLL properly. Most of the circuits have been
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presented before. The intent here is not only to review the key circuit blocks but also to

point out several important details of the circuits from the practical design standpoint.

4.1.1  Inner Analog Loop

Figure 4.1 shows the circuit block diagram of the inner analog loop. It is a third-order loop

comprising a four-stage VCO, a phase frequency detector, a main charge pump filter, a

proportional charge pump, and a replica bias generator for the VCO [51]. The proportional

charge pump is used to generate the equivalent resistance for the feedforward zero from

the load resistance of the bias generator [53]. This charge pump circuit causes ripples on

VCP, which introduces a duty-cycle error on the VCO clocks. To make things worse, the

large ripples on VCP may make the loop operate in a non-linear fashion and invalidate all

the stability analysis for the PLLs, which assumes the entire loop operates linearly. To

avoid both problems, a capacitance is added on the VCP to minimize the disturbance. This

capacitance, however, introduces a third-order pole in the loop transfer function, which

may reduce the phase margin of the loop and hence cannot be arbitrarily large. In general,

the capacitance is made as large as possible while the phase margin of the PLL is kept at

over 60o.

The four-stage VCO uses differential elements with replica-biased symmetric loads [52],

as shown in Figure 4.2. To balance the load of each stage, the VCO buffers are laid out in

an interleaved fashion. The symmetric load is biased at VCP, the voltage on the filter
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the Inner Analog Loop
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capacitor. VCN is generated from a replica-biased generator to bias the current source of

the differential buffers so that the buffers have an output swing from VDD to VDD-VCP.

Figure 4.3 shows the I-V curve of the symmetric load. At large VCP, the curve is close to

that for linear resistance. At low VCP, it bends further away from the curve for linear

resistance but it exhibits more symmetric behavior than the curve for high VCP. Therefore,

the dynamic supply rejection ratio of the symmetric load should not depend on VCP too

much. However, small VCP means small gate overdrive (VGS - VTH). Although PMOS

VCP

VCN

in in

out out

VCO Layout

Figure 4.2: VCO Layout and its Differential Buffer with Symmetric Loads
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devices made in conventional nwell processes do not suffer from substrate noise, any

coupling noise to VCP will cause large variations on slope of the I-V curve of the

symmetric load. This introduces large delay variations on the VCO buffers. Therefore, the

PMOS symmetric load should not be oversized. Likewise, VCN should also be biased to

provide sufficient gate overdrive on the NMOS current source in the VCO buffers. In fact,

because NMOS devices suffer from threshhold variations due to substrate noise, it is even

more crucial not to oversize the NMOS current source. In general, the sizing of both the

PMOS symmetric load and NMOS current source should be only large enough to support

the speed in the slow process corner but small enough to provide sufficient gate overdrive

in the fast process corner. The size of the differential pair in the VCO buffer also has effect

on the operating frequency. Smaller size will provide higher operating frequency but it

may push the NMOS current source out of saturation region in the slow corner because of

the large gate overdrive of the differential pair itself. Increasing the size of the differential

pair will slow down the buffer but will help to provide larger gate overdrive for the PMOS

load and more saturation margin for the NMOS current source. However, large differential

pair may introduce a side effect−the Miller effect. The Miller effect will cause the slew

rate of the VCO signals to become smaller at the middle of the swing. This will introduce

large jitter. In conclusion, the designer should be careful in sizing the VCO buffers. One

should never blindly optimize the buffer for one extreme condition without considering

others. The sizes should be chosen for running the VCO at the operating frequency while

each transistor in the buffer still has sufficiently large margin for a wide frequency range

over different operating conditions.

Figure 4.4 shows the self-biased charge pump, which has a circuit structure similar to that

of the symmetric-load differential buffers and is biased by the same VCN as the VCO

differential buffers for its current sources. As a result, the current of the charge pump

circuit is proportional to the current of the differential buffers in the VCO [51]. The

advantage of the self-biased charge pump is that the loop bandwidth of the PLL is

proportional to the operating frequency. This widens the operating range of the PLL. In

the charge pump circuit, the delay of the DN to VCP is equal to the current mirror delay

from the left differential buffer to the middle. This delay is matched by the buffer delay of

the rightmost buffer in Figure 4.4 to prevent the charge pump circuit from inducing large

ripples on its output, VCP.
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Figure 4.5 shows the phase frequency detector used in the inner analog loop. The phase

frequency detector is based on the design by Maneatis [51], which was adapted from the

circuit presented by Jeonget al. [45] and Younget al. [57]. One of the key design

considerations for the phase frequency detector is deadband avoidance for the charge

Figure 4.4: Delay Balanced Self-Biased Charge Pump Circuit
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pump filter: the voltage on the filter capacitor should always have a monotonic and one-to-

one relationship with the difference between the phase of the input clock and that of the

reference clock. To avoid deadband, equal and short duration of the UP and DN pulses are

needed for the in-phase inputs. Conventionally, this is achieved by adding extra delay in

the reset path [89], which, however, limits the maximum operating frequency of the phase

frequency detector. The critical path of the phase frequency detector is from the 2-input

NAND for the input clock, through the 4-input NAND for the reset signal and through any

buffer for the reset (used in [89]), and finally through a 2-input NAND gate in the SR

latch. Maneatis reconfigured the logic to generate the UP and DN signals from the

duplication of the 3-input NAND gates on the far right with their reset input deleted [51].

The UP and DN signals are still reset by a slower path through the 4-input NAND and the

SR latch. As a result, no extra buffers are necessary in the reset path and thus the

maximum operating frequency is increased. Nevertheless, due to the extended reset path,

the overlapping UP and DN pulses, which eliminate the deadband, become very long. This

will cause large ripples on the control line if the up and down currents in the charge pump

are not perfectly matched. The ideal overlapping pulses have to be only long enough to

reach full swing (from VDD to GND) for all the operating corners. In Figure 4.5, extra

buffers are added in the forward path to delay the start of the overlapping UP and DN

pulses so that the pulse width is minimized. Since this extra delay is not added in the

critical path, the maximum operating frequency remains unchanged.

Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between the net charge pump current into the filter

capacitor and the difference between the phases of the input clocks across different

process corners. It shows that there is no deadband in any case. The difference in the zero

crossing points among the curves are caused by the process-dependent static offset of the

phase frequency detector and the charge pump circuit.
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4.1.2  Clock Phase Interpolator

The clock interpolator for the phase selectors in Figure 2.11 is shown in Figure 4.7. It is

based on the design by Sidiropoulos [56][91]. The interpolator takes two clocks that are

45o apart with sufficient overlap in their edges from a 4-stage VCO, and it generates an

output clock that depends on the weighting of the two clock phases. If the weighting is

completely onφ1 in the figure, the output is a delayed version ofφ1, and the same

relationship holds forφ2. If the weighting is somewhere in between, the output is

somewhere between the interpolator delay version of bothφ1 and φ2. The position

depends on the weighting factor.
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The load of the interpolator is biased by VCP’, and the multi-leg current sources are biased

by VCN’. VCP’ and VCN’ are generated by a replica-biased generator similar to that for the

VCO except that, unlike the VCO, VCP’ is not connected to the proportional charge pump.

The bias generation will be discussed in the next subsection.

To avoid glitches when the weighting is changed, the weighting factor uses thermometer

coding so that the adjustment of the current sources will always be monotonically

incremented or decremented by the same small amount. This precaution dramatically

increases the hardware required since these thermometer codes have to be stored. The

codes have 16 bits in the link. The number of bits needed is determined by the resolution

necessary to minimize the dithering jitter. As described in Section 2.4, at 2Gb/s with a 1

GHz VCO clock, the resolution is 7.4ps for  = 136 phases for a VCO cycle.

The clock phase interpolators have two subtle design details. First, to prevent the change

of clock inputs from affecting the interpolator output, the weight of the side that changes

its input should be set to zero for the change to occur. Ideally this makes the input change

transparent to the output. Second, even if the weight is zero, the change of the clock inputs

will be still coupled to the output because of the gate overlap capacitance. This introduces

another phase step that is larger than the normal step. To minimize the maximum step size,

VCP’
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the change of the input phase while the weight remains unchanged is considered an

additional step in the digital phase control loop. As a result, each 45o of the VCO cycle has

17 steps instead of 16.

Figure 4.8 shows the phase steps of the clock phase interpolator measured at 1.6 Gb/s.

This measurement is done across three interpolation boundaries where each boundary is

45o from its nearest neighbor. The measurement shows that the curve is reasonably linear

(maximum INL is about 2LSB) but it is not monotonic at the interpolation boundary. Such

nonideality is tolerable in the close-loop phase control loop because the phase control loop

will always find the phase closest to the ideal sampling point. The only effect of the non-

monotonicity will be that more steps will be necessary to reach the final phase. The
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nonlinearity, too, is tolerable. It is less of a concern than the maximum step size, which

affects the dithering jitter as mentioned above.

In Figure 4.8, the phase steps at the upper right (A) and lower left ends (C) of the

interpolation boundary are close to zero while the phase step at the center (B) appears to

be much larger. There are two reasons for this discrepancy. First, there is a design mistake

in the digital phase control block. The larger step size at B occurs when both the clock

inputs to the interpolators and the interpolator weight are changed simultaneously, instead

of one at a time. Second, the total size of the two steps at both A and C is still smaller than

the step size at B. This may be caused by the delay mismatch from the VCO to the two

interpolator inputs, which cause different coupling effects at the interpolation boundary.

These factors increase the maximum step size to 20ps, which will increase the clock jitter.

4.1.3  Multiple Phase Selectors

As explained in Section 2.4, each dual-loop PLL can have multiple phase selectors in the

outer loop to provide independent clocks. Each set of phase control logic in Figure 2.12

can change its setting independently. However, changing the phase setting varies the

loading of the individual clock multiplexor circuit in the phase selector. This is illustrated

in Figure 4.9. When the phase select changes from sel1 to sel2, The state of input

transistors ofφ1 change from conducting current to off. This changes the capacitance seen

by φ1 because transistors’ capacitance varies with current. As a result,φ1 will be affected

Figure 4.9: A 2-to-1 Clock Multiplexor
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by the change of the phase setting. Ifφ1 also drives clock multiplexors in other phase

selectors, then the change of the phase setting in one phase selector can affect the clocks in

other phase selectors, too. To solve this problem, one should buffer each phase selector, as

shown in Figure 4.10. The buffer is implemented using the same delay element in the

VCO, but sized differently. This buffering isolates the effect of loading change from the

clock multiplexors due to the change of phase setting and hence prevents each phase

selector from affecting any others.

Figure 4.10: Buffering between the VCO and each Phase Selector
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4.1.4  Bias Generators

The bias generators for both the inner and outer loops of the dual-loop PLL are based on

the replica-feedback biasing generators from Maneatis [52][89], as shown in Figure 4.11.

The biasing circuit continuously adjusts VCN to keep the signal swing of the VCO fixed

from VDD to VDD-VCP even with the disturbance of the supply and substrate noise. The

bandwidth of this biasing circuit determines the frequency spectrum under which the

variations due to the supply and substrate noise can be corrected. The bias signal for the

opamp is self-biased based on VCN. Therefore, the bandwidth of the bias circuit is also

proportional to the operating frequency (i.e., to the phase detecting rate) of the inner PLL

loop. In general, the bandwidth of the bias circuit is designed to be much higher than the

operating frequency of the digital logic since most of the supply and substrate noise is at

this frequency. The NMOS capacitor at the output of the opamp is meant to compensate

for the feedback, keeping the bias generator stable.

Figure 4.12 shows the block diagram of the bias generation for the dual-loop PLL. Each

bias generator block is a replica-feedback biasing circuit of the type shown in Figure 4.11.

As shown in Figure 4.12, there are two bias generators: one for the VCO and the other for

Figure 4.11: Replica-Feedback Biasing Generator
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the phase selector in the outer loop. The PMOS load of the half-replica on the right of

Figure 4.11 is used by the bias generator for the VCO to provide the resistor for the

feedforward zero in the inner PLL loop. This is the reason why the VCP for this bias

generator is connected to the proportional charge pump. The resistor is needed only for the

inner loop, not the outer loop. Therefore, the bias generator for the phase selector in the

outer loop is not connected to the proportional charge pump and hence there is no problem

with ripples on its VCP’.

4.1.5  Differential-to-Single-Ended Converter and its Duty-Cycle Corrector

The Asymmetric Serial Link transfers data on both edges of the clock. Hence, any duty-

cycle error on the clock will result in loss of link timing margins. In the dual-loop PLL, a

duty-cycle error can come from two main sources. First, the ripples on the control line

(VCP) can cause a duty-cycle error in the differential small-swing clocks in the VCO.

Second, any mismatch in the differential-to-single-ended converter, which converts low-

swing differential signals into large-swing single-ended signals, will result in a duty-cycle

error as well. As described before, one can minimize the control-line ripples by the delay-

balanced self-biased charge pump circuit shown in Figure 4.4. For the duty-cycle error

from the differential-to-single-ended converter, a duty-cycle corrector is needed to

minimize the error.
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Figure 4.12: Bias Generation for the Dual-Loop PLL
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Figure 4.13 shows the differential-to-single-ended converter [51] and the duty-cycle

corrector. The duty-cycle corrector is modified from the design by Sidiropoulos [34][91].

The differential-to-single-ended converter comprises two stages. The first stage has two

NMOS differential-pair amplifiers with PMOS current mirror load and biased by VCN.

Each differential-pair amplifier has an extra NMOS differential pair to adjust the input

offset of the amplifier. The offset voltage is generated by the charge pump circuit that

effectively integrates the clock waveform. The second stage of the differential-to-single-

ended converter is a PMOS common-source amplifier, which amplifies the signal to full-

swing. Mismatch in the transistors of this PMOS common-source amplifier will cause

unbalanced rise and fall delay and is the main source of duty-cycle error. To correct the
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duty-cycle error, a delay-balanced 3-2 inverter block is used to convert the single-ended

full-swing output to both true and complement clocks that are complementary to each

other in waveform, as shown in Figure 4.13. The pass gate in the 3-2 inverter block slows

down the 2-inverter path to match the 3-inverter path. A circuit implemented by a similar

delay element for the VCO filters the complementary waveform and converts the duty-

cycle error of the waveform into offset voltages and stores them on the two capacitors after

the charge pump. These offset voltages are fed back to the differential-pair amplifier in the

first stage of the differential-to-single-ended converter. This feedback loop will adjust the

offset voltage continuously to correct any duty-cycle error at the output of the 3-2 inverter

block. The clock buffers after the 3-2 inverter block consist of an even number of inverter

stages to avoid the introduction of any duty-cycle error. Since the clock buffers are usually

very large, the variations on the transistors are very small and should not affect the rise and

fall delay too much. This is a crucial fact to note for clocks that have a large fanout clock

tree, such as those of the crossbar design described in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.14 shows the effect of the duty-cycle correction. With the duty-cycle corrector

off, the signal waveform shows 13% duty-cycle error. With the corrector on, the error is

reduced to 3%. This indicates the robustness of the duty-cycle corrector.

4.1.6  PLL Startup

The self-biased charge pump circuit widens the operating range of the PLL but it also

makes the inner loop very tricky to start up. Right after boot-up, the control voltage on the

filter capacitor will start at VDD because VCN is originally at the ground voltage due to the

self-biased nature of the replica-feedback biasing circuit (see Figure 4.11). If this is the

case, the opamp in Figure 4.11 will push VCN back to ground, thus preventing the PLL

from starting up. To solve this problem, one needs to preset the control voltage of the filter

capacitor to a voltage slightly lower than that of the other feedback input of the opamp in

the replica-feedback biasing generator. In this way, the opamp will gradually increase VCN

and hence will draw some current into the charge pump circuit, which in turn will drive the

control voltage on the filter capacitor down to further increase VCN. From then on the

charge pump circuit can pump some charge into the filter capacitor based on the up and

down signal from the phase frequency detector. Therefore, the PLL loop starts working

and gradually gets the loop into lock.
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4.2 Current-Integrating Receivers

For any high-speed interfaces on an integrated CMOS chip, the receiver must achieve a

very low bit error rate on a low swing, high bandwidth signal in the presence of supply

noise, reflection, and crosstalk. The Asymmetric Serial Link uses current-integrating

receivers to filter out any effect from high-frequency supply noise at the receiver front end.

The current-integrating receivers are especially robust for the single-ended links because

they can filter out any high-frequency noise on the reference voltage.

Before

Correction

After

Correction

Figure 4.14: Experimental Results with and without Duty-Cycle Correction
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The current-integrating receivers are largely based on the original design by Sidiropoulos

[34][91]. The front-end integrator was modified to use an NMOS differential pair as

opposed to the PMOS used in the original design. This allows the integrator to accept a

signal level close to VDD. This section will first review the basic operation of the

integrating receiver and then present the circuit used in the link.

4.2.1  Basic Operation

The current-integrating receiver filters high-frequency noise by integrating the data for an

entire bit time and determining whether data is one or zero based on the integration result.

Therefore, any instantaneous spike of noise is unlikely to affect the result because of the
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Figure 4.15: Block Diagram and Timing of the Current-Integrating Receiver (Excerpt from [91])
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averaging effect from the integration. Figure 4.15 shows the block diagram of the current-

integrating receiver. The input data stream is phase aligned with the clock, unlike in the

conventional case, where the clock and data are offset by half a bit time. The front-end

integrator integrates the input signal (differential or single-ended) for one bit time. During

this time (φ high), both the amplifier and the latch are reset. The sample-and-hold circuit

samples the integrating result at the end of the bit time and holds the result for a short

period of time for the amplifier to amplify the sampled result. The length of the short

period is determined by theψ falling edge, which is two FO3 inverter delays afterφ falls.

At this time, the latch is triggered to pull the differential low-swing signals to full-swing

while the front-end integrator and the sample-and-hold circuit are reset. The SR latch at

the end then latches the full-swing signal for a full cycle (two bit times). This completes

the data reception of the current-integrating receiver. Each Asymmetric Serial Link has

two receivers: one clocked byφ and the other byφ so that data are received on both edges

of the clock.

4.2.2  Circuit Design

Figure 4.16 shows the circuit of the front-end integrator and the sample-and-hold stage.

M1 and M2 form the differential pair that steers current from one side to the other based
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Figure 4.16: The front-end of the Current-Integrating Receiver
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on the differential pair’s input polarity. The integrating capacitor is formed by the parasitic

drain capacitance of M1, M2 and of any other transistors connected to these nodes. MC1,

MC2, MC3, and MC4are transistors that compensate for the voltage offset at the integrator

output. The voltage offset is due to the input-to-output coupling through the gate overlap

capacitance of M1 and M2, and due to voltage variations at the tail node of the differential

pair. Note that MC1 and MC2, which have the same size as M1 and M2, are connected

opposite from how M1 and M2 are connected so that any injected charge from M1 and M2

will be pulled out by MC1 and MC2 and vice versa. In the design, MC3 is four times

smaller than M3, while MC4 is three times larger than MC3 so that the tail node

capacitances of tail and tailC are equal. With these relationships in size, the trade-off

between the integrator’s output swing and the offset voltage is optimized. Note that the

equal amount of capacitance on tail and tailC cancels the tail charge injection error. This is

crucial for single-ended signalling because otherwise the setup-and-hold window of this

front-end integrator will be increased.

S1 to S10 form the sample-and-hold network. The sample-and-hold circuit uses stack

transistors to qualifyφ and ψ clocks so they generate a delayed pulse that resets the

integrator. The use of the stack transistors enables a higher rate for the qualified clock so

that the circuit is less limited by the speed of theφ andψ clocks.

Figure 4.17 shows the characteristic of the integrator output relative to the skew between

the data and the clock for different supply voltages and temperatures in the slow process

corner1. The simulation data sequence includes various types of signal transitions (0101,

0011, etc) to stress the effect of the intersymbol interference in the front-end integrator

and the sample-and-hold network. The spread of the zero crossing points of the

waveforms in the figure represents the uncertainty in the setup-and-hold window of the

receiver. The figure shows that the variation is smaller than 40ps for a bit rate of 2 Gb/s

(500ps bit time), i.e., there is 8% uncertainty.

1. For brevity, only the slow corner is shown. The same simulation was done in the typical and fast corners
which have smaller variations on the zero crossing points than the slow process corner has.
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Figure 4.18 shows the amplifier and latch that convert the signal from small swing at the

sample-and-hold output to full swing for use in digital logic. The primary function of the

amplifier is to work as a buffer between the sample-and-hold network and the regenerative

latch to isolate the kickback effect from the latch. In addition, the low offset and modest

gain of the amplifier further improves the effective phase characteristic for the

regenerative latch by steepening the slope of the curve shown in Figure 4.17. The

amplifier utilizes a cross-coupled PMOS load to provide high differential and low

common-mode output impedance [49][90][91]. The diode-connected PMOS load devices,

which are in pair with the cross-coupled load, limit the swing of the amplifier so that it can

have fast reset time and small kick-back to the sample-and-hold network. The reset switch

further decreases the reset time of the amplifier. The regenerative latch is based on the

design by Yukawa [77]. The output of the latch is fed to a NAND-gate-based SR latch to

hold the data for a full cycle.
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4.3 Current-Mode, Differential-Pair Transmitters

The Asymmetric Serial Link uses a straightforward current-mode, differential-pair

transmitter, as shown in Figure 4.19. The true and complement data for both edges are

clocked by the transmitter clocks (TCLK andTCLK) before driving the high-skewed

inverters. The high-skewed inverters ensure that the two inputs of the differential pair have

a high-crossing point so that both NMOS transistors in the differential pair will not be

turned off simultaneously and hence the tail node of the current source is kept from

dropping. This ensures that the current source stays in the saturation region, which, in

turn, keeps the transmitter in the current mode, thus isolating the effect of supply and

ground noise of the transmitter chip from the receiver chip.

Another advantage of the differential-pair driver is that it does not cause any on-chip dI/dt

noise because it sinks constant current. When the differential pair transmitter is used for

sending single-ended signals,Txd can be connected to a VDD. To prevent excessive noise

on this VDD, one can either connect it to a dedicated external pin directly or share it with

other transmitters and then connect it to an external pin.

There is one more subtle but crucial design detail in the transmitter. As explained in

Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.4, the transmitter delay has to match the clock-to-output

delay of the divide-by-four circuit of the PLL in Figure 3.10. The transmitter delay is the
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Figure 4.18: The Amplifier and Latch of the Current-Integrating Receiver
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delay from the transmitter clock (TCLK andTCLK) to the transmitter’s output (Txd and

Txd). This is very close to the circuit structure of the clock-to-output path of the divide-

by-four circuit. The Asymmetric Serial Link uses pass-gate-transistor type flip-flops so the

clock-to-output delay is from the clock driving a pass gate followed by an inverter,

whereas the transmitter delay is also from the transmitter clock driving a pass gate

followed by an inverter and the differential pair. The delay of the differential pair is very

fast so can be considered to be negligible. Therefore, the transmitter delay can be very

close to the clock-to-output delay of the divide-by-four circuit.

4.4 Serializer and Deserializer (Byte-to-Serial and Serial-to-
Byte Converters)

In the applications of the Asymmetric Serial Link, such as the Tiny Tera, the core logic of

any two chips that communicate using the serial links is operated synchronously with the

byte clock, which runs at one eighth of the bit rate and is synchronized across the entire

system. The synchronous byte clocks provide the serial link blocks with information about

Txd

Txd

TxBias
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TCLK
TCLK

TxOdd

TxEven

TxOdd

TxEven
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Figure 4.19: The Open-Drain Differential-Pair Transmitter and its 2x Multiplexors
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the position of the clock boundary between the half-bit-rate clock domain and the byte

clock domain. Both the transmitter clock and the receiver clock are half-bit-rate clocks.

The interfaces of the core logic to the serial links are the byte-to-serial converter

(serializer) at the transmitter end and the serial-to-byte converter (deserializer) at the

receiver end. These two blocks absorb the skew between the half-bit-rate clock domain

and the byte-clock domain.

Figure 4.20 shows the byte-to-serial converter and the transmitter. With the data

transmitted at twice the rate of the transmitter clock, two serial streams are generated.

First, each byte is separated into two groups, one with the odd bits and one with the even

bits. Each byte is first stored in an 8-bit register clocked by ByteClk (the byte clock). It is

then parallel loaded into two 4-bit shift registers enabled by TxLoad and clocked by TClk.

These two shift-registers shift out bits into a latch and a flip-flop to align the odd bits for

transmitting at the rising edges and the even bits for transmitting at the falling edges.

TxLoad controls the time to load and serialize a byte from the byte clock domain into the

transmitter clock domain. Therefore, TxLoad is used to set the byte boundary in the serial
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bit stream and thus is only asserted once every four TClk cycles. To generate TxLoad, a 2-

bit resettable Gray-code counter clocked by TClk is used. The outputs of the counter are

then decoded and registered to generate TxLoad. A Gray-code counter changes only one

bit at a time, which minimizes logic complexity, so it can be implemented with only a

single 2-input gate between its flip-flops and therefore is able to run at the half-bit-rate

clock.

Figure 4.21 shows the serial-to-byte converter and the receivers. The data flow is

essentially the reverse of that of the byte-to-serial converter and the transmitter. The

differential high-speed signals are received by two integrating receivers, clocked at

different edges of RClk. The odd bits, which are valid at the receiver output after the

falling edge, are held by a latch until they are synchronous with the rising edge. The latch

output and the even bits, which are both valid after the rising edge, are then sent to two 4-

bit shift registers. Enabled by RxLoad, the outputs of these two shift registers are parallel

loaded into two 4-bit registers each byte period. The 8-bit output of the two registers is

then reclocked by ByteClk. The shift registers and the load counters are clocked by RClk.

Similar to TxLoad, RxLoad controls the time to parallelize an 8-bit data stream and load

the data from the receiver clock domain into the byte clock domain. A 2-bit resettable
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Gray-code counter synchronous with RClk is used while the counter outputs are decoded

and registered to generate RxLoad.

Both TxLoad and RxLoad are synchronous with, and thus move with, the half-bit-rate

transmitter and receiver clocks, respectively. For the Asymmetric Serial Link, the clocks at

the dumb end are not moved and thus TxLoad and RxLoad are fixed at the dumb end. This

means the byte boundaries at the dumb end are set by the reset position of TxLoad and

RxLoad. Therefore, to synchronize the bytes at both ends, TxLoad and RxLoad at the

smart end must be moved to compensate for the wire delay and for the byte clock skew

between the transmitter and the receiver ends.

In the Asymmetric Serial Link, the load pulses at the dumb end are placed in such a way

that the link can compensate for -2 to +6 bit time wire delay, where the negative delay is

equivalent to the clock skew. For example, RxLoad at the dumb receiver is set to such a

position that with zero wire delay, TxLoad at the smart transmitter is moved to serialize

the bytes at the third quadrant of a byte clock cycle. Therefore, TxLoad moves toward the

first quadrant with increased wire delay until it almost reaches the byte clock edge. On the

other hand, TxLoad moves into the fourth quadrant with decreased wire delay (i.e.,

increased clock skew). As a result, the byte-to-serial and serial-to-byte converters can

compensate for -2 to +6 bit time wire delay.

For both the byte-to-serial and serial-to-byte converters, the reset is first clocked by the

byte clock and then reclocked by the half-bit-rate clock to reset the Gray-code counter.

After reset, RClk is aligned to the byte clock edge. Therefore, the clock jitter of RClk and

of the byte clock can affect the position of RxLoad by a one half-bit-rate clock cycle,

introducing uncertainty. To solve this problem, a buffer is added after the byte clock flip-

flop to increase the clock-to-output delay to approximately half of a bit time. TxLoad does

not have this problem because TClk is preskewed by the transmitter delay to the byte

clock, as explained in Section 3.2.2, which effectively increases the clock-to-output delay

of the byte clock flip-flop.
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In conclusion, the entire serial link, including the byte-to-serial and serial-to-byte

converters, can be thought of as a byte-wide parallel link, as shown in Figure 4.22, with

four byte time delays, when the wire delay is shorter than a byte time.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the circuit blocks that are used in the

Asymmetric Serial Link. As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the key circuit

blocks for each serial link are the clock recovery circuit, the transmitter, the receiver, the

serial-to-parallel converter, and the parallel-to-serial converter. The design details of each

block have been presented and discussed.

The Asymmetric Serial Link uses a dual-loop PLL with digitally controlled phase

selectors. The dual-loop property enables the link to provide stable clocks even with both

noisy power supply and jittery data input. The effect of supply noise is overcome by

making the inner loop high bandwidth, whereas the effect of the data jitter is dealt with by

Figure 4.22: Equivalent Byte-to-Byte Datapath and Byte Timing for the Asymmetric Serial Link
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making the outer loop low bandwidth. The latter adjustment is controlled by digital phase-

control logic, which controls the phase interpolators and hence has room for flexibility in

adjusting the loop bandwidth.

To increase the robustness of the link within a noisy chip environment, differential circuits

are used extensively for the PLL, the transmitter, and the receiver. The PLL uses

differential buffers with symmetric loads and replica feedback biasing to decrease the

PLL’s supply sensitivity. The current-integrating receivers are used to filter the effect of

high-frequency noise on signalling. The open-drain current-mode differential-pair

transmitter is used to isolate the effect of supply noise in the transmitter chip from the

receiver chip and to reduce the dI/dt noise.

To prevent the digital logic from limiting the link speed, the Asymmetric Serial Link

parallelizes all the data into bytes before they are processed by the digital logic, which has

byte-wide datapaths. The byte-to-serial converter converts byte-wide data that are

synchronous with the on-chip byte clock into serial bits that are synchronous with the

transmitter clock. The serial-to-byte converter converts the serial received data into

parallel bytes and reclocks them with the on-chip byte clock. As a result, from the digital

logic point of view, the serial link block presented in this thesis can be considered to be an

8-bit parallel interface with 4 byte-time latency. The serial link can absorb delay variations

on the channel from -2 bit-time to +6 bit-time and can still maintain the same link delay.

Chapter 3 and this chapter together have presented the design of the Asymmetric Serial

Link. The next chapter will present a high-bandwidth synchronous crossbar network

switch designed for use in the Tiny Tera. The crossbar chip uses 32 asymmetric links and

targets a total aggregate bandwidth of over 50Gb/s.
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Chapter 5

Design of a 32x 32 Crossbar Chip

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have presented the detail design of the Asymmetric Serial Link,

which was intended for use in high-fanin crossbar chips. The link was designed to handle

both the signalling and clocking issues for high-fanin chips. However, in reality, some of

the noise is hard to quantify and emulate. For example, the crossbar chip in the Tiny Tera

has a large digital crossbar core, which induces significant noise into both supply and

substrate. In addition, the chip may have serious crosstalk effects at the package and board

level. All these factors contribute to a noisy environment that may stress the design of the

serial links on the high-fanin chips. Therefore, to demonstrate the robustness of the

Asymmetric Serial Link within a practical environment, a  crossbar chip was

implemented.

This chapter goes over the design of the crossbar chip in detail. Section 5.1 presents the

architecture of the crossbar chip. Section 5.2 explains the data transmission protocol in the

Tiny Tera, which affects the data flow in the switch core. Section 5.3 briefly reviews the

synchronization of the asymmetric link in the crossbar chip, with focus on frame

synchronization among links. Section 5.4 discusses the PLL and the delay-replica clock

generation on the crossbar chip. Finally, Section 5.5 shows the digital byte-wide switch

core, implemented by 32, 32-to-1 byte-wide multiplexors in static CMOS circuits.

5.1 Chip Architecture

Figure 5.1 shows the physical architecture of the  crossbar chip, which consists of

32 asymmetric links, a PLL, an 800MHz clock distribution tree (not shown), a

switch core, and a crossbar controller. The speed of the pin interface is 1.6 Gb/s1. The

switch core and most of the digital logic on the chip runs at 200MHz. The speed

conversion between these two clock domains is handled by the serial-to-byte and byte-to-

serial converters inside the serial links, as described in Section 4.4.

1. The crossbar chip was designed for each interface running at 2Gb/s. However, the digital switch core can
run only at 200MHz, a clock rate that can support only 1.6Gb/s at the interface. The measurement results
show that each link alone can run at up to 2Gb/s.

32 32×

32 32×
32 32×
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A low-jitter 200MHz PECL (Pseudo-ECL) reference clock is driven onto the chip and into

the PLL. The PLL serves two purposes. First, it multiplies the frequency of the clock by

four to generate the 800MHz half-bit-rate clocks for all the transmitters and receivers.

Second the PLL is also used to compensate for delay variations in the clock distribution

due to low-frequency supply noise and thermal noise, as described in Section 5.4.

During normal operations, all 32 serial link blocks work as the dumb ends of the

asymmetric links, which do not adjust their own transmitter and receiver clocks. For

testing purposes, two serial link blocks on the chip were designed as smart ends with PLLs
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to adjust their clocks. These twosmart ends may also be configured to operate as dumb

ends.

The crossbar controller controls the frame synchronization among the 32 serial links.

Before a link is properly synchronized, the controller disables the link so that it cannot be

used by the crossbar chip. Any disconnected serial link will never be synchronized, so it

will always be disabled by the controller without the need for any explicit logic.

The digital crossbar switch core handles the data switching of the crossbar chip. It is

implemented by 32 32-to-1 byte-wide multiplexors. Its design is discussed in detail in

Section 5.5. The data transmission protocol of the switch core is based on the design of the

Tiny Tera and is discussed in the next section.

5.2 Data Transmission Protocol

The framing of all 32 ports is synchronized in the system. Hence, the switch core is a

synchronous crossbar switch that is configured once for all 32 ports during every frame

time. The scheduling of the crossbar chip is performed by a separate scheduler chip, which

schedules all packets during every frame time and then sends the routing tags to the

crossbar chip through all of the port chips interfacing with the crossbar. The routing tag is

embedded in each data frame. Figure 5.2 shows the data format used by the crossbar chip.

The data are grouped into nine-byte frames. The first byte is the header and the other eight

bytes are the payload. In the header byte, the first bit is called the idle bit. It indicates

whether the frame contains useful data. When the idle bit is set, the frame is used for

calibrating the serial links. The scheduler periodically sets the idle bit to perform periodic

calibration for the Asymmetric Serial Link. The next five bits in the header are the reverse

71 0

Hdr Data7 Data0Data1Data2Data4 Data3Data5Data6

Bit 71: idle bit
Bit 70-66: reverse routing tag

Bit 65, 64: reserved bits for system use
Bit 63-0: 8 bytes data

Figure 5.2: Data Format in the Crossbar Switch
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routing tag, which indicates the port number of the input port (not the output port) that is

going to send data to the port that carries the header in the same frame time [83].

5.2.1  Reverse Routing Tags

To understand the reason why reverse routing tags are used, one must know how

conventional routing tags work first. Conventional routing tags carry destination of the

current data packet. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the conventional routing tags with 5-

bit binary coding for a  crossbar chip. In the example, the tag from input port 7 is

00011(3) so its data goes to output port 3. The binary coding can allow only one

destination port for each tag to reduce the tag overhead. Therefore, the port 10 cannot have

Figure 5.3: Conventional Routing Tags with binary coding
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port 3 as its tag, or there will be a data collision. This means that this scheme cannot

support multicasting, since each input port can only specify one output port. To support

multicasting, the conventional scheme needs to use one-hot tag coding with one bit for

each output port (see Figure 5.4). For 32 ports, it needs 32 bits. If the tag comes with the

data stream, which has 8 byte payload in the Tiny Tera, there is a 50% overhead incurred

by transmitting the tag. To avoid this overhead, the crossbar chip needs explicit pins to

send the routing tags. This increases the pin count of the system and hence is undesirable.

Reverse routing tags solve these problems by associating the tags with the ports rather

than the data. The tags carry the source that will send data to the port that receives the tag.

Figure 5.5 illustrates how reverse routing tags work. In the example, the tags of ports 3, 7,

8, and 10 are 8, 3, 10, and 3 respectively. Therefore, output ports 3, 7, 8, and 10 will

receive data from input port 8, 3, 10, and 3. Both port 7 and 10 request data from port 3 so

their tags are both 3. In this manner, one data packet can be multicast to many ports in the

crossbar chip. Also, only one packet may be sent to each output port per frame time, so

collisions cannot occur.

5.3 Synchronization

The synchronization of the  crossbar chip includes the bit, byte, and frame

synchronization of each serial link alone and the frame synchronization among all the 32

Figure 5.5: Reverse Routing Tag
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links. The synchronization of each individual link has been discussed in Chapter 3. This

section describes how to achieve the frame synchronization among all links.

To align the data frames from all the links, the frame counters of all the links are hardset to

be the same on the crossbar chip. The frame counters on the port chips are adjusted by

framing logic to synchronize with the counters on the crossbar chip2. In the asymmetric

links, the dumb-to-smart link is first synchronized and hence the frame counter on the

smart receiver is first adjusted to fit the data framing from the dumb transmitter. After the

dumb-to-smart link is synchronized, the smart-to-dumb link starts its synchronization and

adjusts its frame counter. The synchronization status in the control byte notifies each serial

link whether or not the other link in the pair is synchronized. When the links of both

directions are synchronized, the serial link pair is ready for use. The crossbar controller

reads the ready signal from the synchronized port and enables the link of that port.

5.4 PLL and Clock Distribution

Figure 5.6 shows the clock generation on the crossbar chip. As explained in Section 3.2.2,

the main goal of this clock generation circuit is to match all the clock paths so that the

timing at all the transmitter and receiver pins are phase locked to a stable reference clock.

The PLL uses a 4-stage VCO with symmetric loads and replica feedback biasing to reduce

its supply sensitivity [51][52]. The input reference clock is a 200 MHz PECL clock, which

is amplified by a PECL-to-CMOS converter to full swing for the phase frequency detector.

A delay matching circuit is inserted in the PLL feedback loop to compensate for any delay

variation in the converter, which has 450ps delay in the typical process corner.

The 800MHz VCO output is multiplexed with the scan clock of the scan chain on the chip

before driving the balanced clock distribution tree. Since these two clocks are multiplexed,

the scan chains on the chip do not suffer from hold-time violations because the scan clock

is distributed in a balanced fashion by the 800MHz clock distribution tree.

Each tail of the 800MHz clock tree drives local clock generators for the serial link blocks,

the switch core, and the crossbar controller. The local clock drivers for the serial links

generate byte clocks (200MHz), and transmitter and receiver clocks (800MHz). The delay

2. In fact, in theTiny Tera, the first frame counter is unified at the scheduler chip. All the frame counters in
the system are adjusted to that frame counter. This means the frame counter on the crossbar chip must be
adjusted as well. This is a design detail of theTiny Teraswitch and therefore is not discussed in this thesis.
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matching circuit in the receiver clock path matches the delay of the clock-to-Q of the

divide-by-four counter and the transmitter output. The clock buffers for all three clocks are

designed with approximately the same delay. Other local clock drivers, such as the ones

for the switch core and the crossbar controller, generate only the byte clocks, which have

the same delay in their clock buffers as the dumb ends. One of these byte clocks is fed

back to the PLL. With this effort, the timing of transmitter output, receiver sampling time,

and all the byte clocks are phase-locked to the external reference clock, achieving the goal

stated at the beginning of the section.
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Figure 5.6: Clock Generation on the 32x32 Crossbar Chip
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Figure 5.7 shows the PECL-to-CMOS converter and the delay matching circuit shown in

Figure 5.6. The converter includes a differential-to-single-ended converter, followed by

two inverters. The first inverter is skewed in size to generate a 50% duty-cycle full-swing

clock. The second inverter drives the signal to the input of the phase frequency detector.

The delay matching circuit takes the feedback full-swing byte clock from the clock

distribution tree to drive a pass gate and an inverter that generate complementary clock

signals. These clock signals then drive a differential-to-single-ended converter that has the

same design as in the PECL-to-CMOS converter. The inverter and pass gate are sized

small, so the differential-to-single-ended converter is slowed and therefore the total delays

of the two circuits are almost matched. Simulations showed that the maximum mismatch

is 44ps across 400mV variations on the input common mode with the same supply

voltage.
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Figure 5.8 illustrates the physical implementation of the 800MHz clock tree, which

provides clocks to all the 32 serial link blocks on the chip periphery. As will be explained

in Section 5.5, the switch core uses static CMOS circuitry and is only clocked at its

boundary, so no clock is needed near the center of the chip. To keep the layout of the

switch core intact, the clock distribution tree is routed around it. As a result, an H-tree

topology, as shown in the figure, is used to ensure that the arrival times of the clocks to

each tail point of the clock tree are approximately the same. The clock skew of the

800MHz clock tree affects the timing margin for synchronizing the divide-by-four

counters, which are synchronized in a daisy-chain fashion by the nearest divide-by-four

counter. The worst-case timing margin comes from the edge of each clock tree. To satisfy

the setup time of the signal that synchronizes the two divide-by-4 counters at the adjacent

tails, the clock skew must be smaller than a bit time (625 ps), i.e., half of the half-bit-rate

cycle. This can be easily achieved by the H-tree topology.
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5.5 Switch Core

The switch core, which runs at the byte clock rate, is implemented with 32 static CMOS

32-to-1 byte-wide multiplexors. Figure 5.9 shows the datapath of the switch core. The 8-

bit data are first registered at the output of each port before being sent to the switch core.

Then the data are driven to the input lines and the tag decoder of the same port. If the data

is a header byte, the tag decoder changes its setting and reconfigures the multiplexors. The

data bytes are multiplexed and registered at the output of the switch core. The registers are

physically located at the end of the output lines. As a result, the latency of the switch core

is one byte-clock cycle.

With reverse routing tags, the tag from inputport i configures the multiplexors of output

port i. Since each input line goes to the multiplexors of all the output ports, when multiple
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multiplexors for different output ports are turned on for the same input line, the data bytes

are multicast to all of those ports.

Each 32-to-1 multiplexor is implemented by a series of three multiplexors: 2-to-1, 4-to-1,

and 4-to-1. To minimize the wiring for both input and output, both sets of wires run

straight through the entire switch core, with input wires running horizontally and output

wires vertically, as also shown in Figure 5.9. The 2-to-1 multiplexors run between two

adjacent 8-bit blocks to select between two input ports. The first four 4-to-1 multiplexors

are placed across eight 8-bit blocks and a final 4-to-1 multiplexor is distributed across all

32 blocks in the vertical direction. Each of the output wires is 1.6mm long. The extreme

length of these wires requires increasing the size of the multiplexors to reduce the large

signal rise/fall time. However, larger multiplexors also have larger output loading. The

problem is magnified because the “on” tri-state buffer has to drive a long wire and the

output loading of all the “off” tri-state buffers. The multi-stage multiplexors relieve the

output self-loading problem by reducing the total number of tri-state multiplexors on the

same output wire to four.

To further minimize the output self-loading, the tri-state buffer shown in Figure 5.10 is

used for the second and third stages of the multiplexors [95]. The advantage of this type of

tri-state buffer is that its output transistors are not stacked. The true and complement

enable signals are merged into its pre-driver.

Enable

Enable

IN

OUT

Figure 5.10: The Tri-State Buffer used in the Switch Core[95]
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The performance of the wire intensive switch core depends not only on the circuit design

but also on its floorplan and the wiring to the peripheral serial link blocks. Figure 5.11

shows the global wiring and a high-level floorplan of the crossbar chip. The numbering of

the serial link blocks starts with the lower left block on the bottom edge of the chip and

increments counterclockwise. The center lines represent the wiring of the switch core. As

explained before, to minimize the wire loading, both the (horizontal) input and (vertical)

output wires run straight inside the switch core. Each center line represents 8 bits x 8 ports

= 64 wires.
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While the wires within the switch core run in horizontal and vertical direction for the input

and output wires, respectively, the wires from the serial link blocks can come from all

directions, depending on where the blocks are located. For example, the input wires from

ports 0 to 7 come vertically from the bottom edge and then make connections with the

horizontal input wires in the switch core. To minimize the vertical length, the input wires

for ports 0 to 7 are located at the bottom end of the switch core and the inputs for ports 16

to 23 are at the top, while the wires for the ports on the right and left sides are sandwiched

in between. Layout of the output wires is similar, with the wires for the ports on the right

side rightmost and the wires for the ports on the left side leftmost in the switch core.

There is one caveat regarding the design. In the switch core, the horizontal input and

vertical output wires shown in Figure 5.9 (and Figure 5.11 as well) have very heavy

capacitive loading due to the transistors and their own wire capacitance. This loading

slows down the switch core and hence reduces the total crossbar bandwidth. In the layout,

the wires are as long as 8mm. To reduce RC delay, the wire width should not be minimum

width as specified by layout rules. However, in the real crossbar chip, due to a tapeout

deadline, the author mistakenly used minimum width wires, which resulted in an

additional 500ps delay and prevented the switch core from running at the target 250MHz

rate.

5.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the design of a  crossbar chip containing 32 asymmetric

links. The chip uses the data transmission protocols for the Tiny Tera and is a synchronous

crossbar switch supporting multicasting. From the serial link standpoint, the chip provides

a realistically noisy environment due to supply and substrate noise from the huge digital

switch core and crosstalk at the package and board. This chip provides a vehicle for testing

the robustness of Asymmetric Serial Links in a practical hostile environment. The next

chapter will present experimental results obtained with the asymmetric link and this

crossbar test chip.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results

We designed two test chips to demonstrate the feasibility and robustness of the

Asymmetric Serial Links. In the summer of 1996, we implemented a one-channel test chip

in Texas Instruments’ 0.25µm CMOS technology. The one-channel chip can be configured

as either a smart end or a dumb end. The chip was tested in the fall of 1997. The tests

demonstrated that the asymmetric link worked, and the link ran at 2Gb/s with a bit-error

rate of less than 10-14. To further show the robustness of the link within a practical chip

and system environment, we implemented a completely functional  crossbar chip

in 1998 using Texas Instruments’ similar 0.28µm CMOS technology. Tests on the crossbar

chip in early 1999 showed that it works successfully with each link running at 1.6Gb/s

while interfacing with the crossbar switch core.

6.1 Timing Margin Measurement

Traditionally, the timing margin of the links is measured using a tester to vary the timing

between the clock and data channels and then to record the data output. From this

information, designers can get a shmoo plot with one axis being the timing difference

between the data and clock. The shmoo plot includes the effect of the receiver and clock

buffers because the results are measured from the receiver output. This is crucial because

the receiver and the clock buffer of the receiver also affect the timing margins, as

explained in Section 3.2.3. However, this tester approach is applicable only for links with

an explicit clock (called parallel links [28]-[34]) but not to serial links, which directly

recover timing from data. For serial links, the timing margin is commonly observed only

at the receiver input by means of the eye diagrams measured from oscilloscopes. However,

this measurement cannot include the effect from the receiver and the clock buffer of the

receiver. Therefore, a more accurate timing margin measurement from the receiver output

for the serial links is needed.

Since the phase selection of the clock phase selectors is digitally controlled, this means

that the phase settings for the data and timing sampling points can be controlled
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independently. In normal operation, their distance is half a bit time. However, designers

can vary this distance arbitrarily for measurement purposes.

With this flexibility, one can measure the timing margin of the link at the receiver output

accurately by keeping the phase setting for the timing sampling point unchanged while

injecting phase errors to the phase setting for the data sampling point. The maximum

phase errors that can be introduced before the link starts failing are the timing margins of

the serial link. Interestingly, this measurement does not affect the timing recovery of the

link. This allows designers to take measurements while the tracking loop of the link is

continuously running.

Figure 6.1 illustrates this timing margin measurement. For this measurement, the link

transmits PRBS (Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence) data and resets its PRBS verifier. The

setting of the timing clocks (or phase detection clocks) is set by the phase-control loop so

that the timing sampling edges are still right on the data transition edges. This keeps the

tracking loop functional. The data clock moves in one direction by adding phase errors

onto the phase setting of the data clock. This process continues until the PRBS testing

fails. At this time, the link resets its PRBS and moves the data clock back to the original

position, which should be the center of the data eye. Then the data clock moves in the

other direction, again by adding phase errors until the PRBS testing fails again. Between

the two failure points lies the timing margin of the serial link. A histogram of the failure

points can be obtained by applying the measurements several times1.

1. Note that to measure the phase margins of the smart-to-dumb link, the transmitter data timing is moved
because the phase errors are added to the transmitter clock.

Data

Clock

Clock

(bit sync.)

timing margin
(data trans.)

pass fail

Figure 6.1: Phase Error Injection for the Timing Margin Measurement
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6.2 One-Channel Test Chip for the Asymmetric Serial Link

We implemented the prototype one-channel test chip in a Texas Instruments 0.25µm

CMOS process with five metal layers. The chip has an open-drain differential-pair

transmitter, current-integrating receivers [34], a dual-loop PLL with digitally-controlled

phase selectors [56], unsilicided polysilicon resistors (for on-chip termination resistors),

and the serial-to-byte and byte-to-serial converters. The same chip can be configured to

work as either a smart end or a dumb end. Figure 6.2 shows its die photo and its package.

The chip is 3.9mmx 3.9mm in size and has about 50,000 transistors, packaged in a 160-

pin CQFP package. There is a dedicated power supply pin for the PLL to isolate the

supply noise from the digital logic and output drivers and a 32-bit parallel output bus for

reading and writing the chip status. The wide bus can be also used to generate I/O

switching noise on the chip for testing purposes.

The large synthesized digital block, running at the byte clock rate, includes the phase

control logic for the smart end, a PRBS generator, a PRBS verifier, and some other logic

for various testing functions. All the flip-flops running at the byte clock rate are scannable

to increase the chip’s testability. The PRBS used is a 7-bit sequence with X7+X+1. The

PRBS generator precalculates one byte of data at a time and sends the bytes to the byte-to-

serial converter. The PRBS verifier takes the most recently received byte and uses it to

generate the next PRBS byte using hardware identical to the PRBS generator. If the next

PRBS byte and the next received byte do not match, this signifies PRBS failure.

In the one-channel test chip, we did not implement the scheme of using the same receiver

for both data reception and phase detection. Thus this chip has two pairs of current-

integrating receivers, one for data and the other for timing. Therefore, periodic calibration

is only necessary on the smart-to-dumb link, whereas the dumb-to-smart link is

continuously calibrated. This allows us to compare the performance of periodic calibration

versus continuous calibration.
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Figure 6.3 shows the test setup of the one-channel Asymmetric Serial Link. One chip is

configured as the smart end and the other as the dumb end. For each link, there is a 7-bit

PRBS generator that generates PRBS data to the link. The PRBS verifier at the receiver

verifies the data. In this setup, the testing of the two links is completely decoupled, so each

link’s performance should be independent of the other’s. A PAL (Programmable Array

Logic) generates the calibration signal at various frequencies, and the minimum required

calibration rate can be learned from this. High-bandwidth 450Ω 10-to-1 coaxial probes are

used to probe the signals on the link with an oscilloscope. The link must be probed this

way for testing because both the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links have to be

running for the phase-control loop to be functional. The wire impedance of the PCB and

the coaxial cables is 50Ω.

Figure 6.4 shows a photo of the test boards. Each board has a one-channel test chip. The

board on the lower right is for the dumb chip. The board on the upper left is for the smart

chip. The 10-to-1 coaxial probes that probe signals on the dumb-to-smart link can be

clearly seen near the center of the photo.

PRBS
Gen

PRBS
Ver

PRBS
Gen

PRBS
Ver

PCB + Coax

Smart Chip Dumb Chip

Fail

Fail

PRBS
Gen

PRBS
Ver PRBS: Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence

7-bit PRBS
Generator

7-bit PRBS
Verifier

Oscilloscope

450Ω
50Ω

450Ω

probe

probe

(12 inches)

CalCal

Smart
Tx

Smart
Rx

50Ω50Ω

Timing
Feedback

Figure 6.3: Test Setup for One-Channel Test Chip
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Figure 6.5 shows the eye diagram measured at the transmitter output. The top waveform is

measured from the smart-to-dumb link, with periodic calibration. The bottom waveform is

measured from the dumb-to-smart link with continuous calibration. The eye opening is

about the same. Both links run at 2Gb/s with 650mV signal amplitude. This test indicates

that the asymmetric link runs as well as the conventional links. This is expected because

the tracking bandwidth of both links are determined by the PLL’s loop bandwidth.

To compare the performance difference at different calibration rate, we used a PAL

(programmable array logic) to vary the calibration rate from calibrating every 1000 data

frames, every 106 data frames, to completely turning off calibration after the link is

synchronized. The measurements showed that the link performed the same for all the three

cases. In other words, the calibration rate does not affect the link’s speed. For the extreme

case where the calibration was completely turned off after the link acquired lock, the link

stayed in lock even after we spreaded freezers or varied the voltage on the power supply.

Figure 6.4: The Test Boards for One-Channel Test Chip

Dumb
Chip

Smart
Chip

10:1 Coaxial
Probe
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This indicates that the PLL and delay-replica clock generation, described in Section 3.2.2,

work very well in tracking any dynamic noise.

The eye diagram in Figure 6.5 shows a small amount of signal reflection. The reflection

may result from two sources: the unsilicided polysilicon resistor and the package bond

wires. The measured resistance for the unsilicided polysilicon resistor is 40Ω, which is

20% from 50Ω resistance. The bond wires in the CQFP are as long as 5mm due to the

large cavity size of the package, which introduces about 5nH inductance before the

receiver inputs. Both the non-50Ω on-chip termination resistor and the highly inductive

bond wires introduce impedance discontinuity on the channel and thus cause signal

reflection.

Table 6.1 summarizes the performance of the one-channel test chip. The link runs as fast

as 2Gb/s for a bit-error rate of less than 10-14 with 150mV minimum signal amplitude for

differential signalling and 650mV minimum signal amplitude for single-ended signalling.

We measured the single-ended signalling by using an external reference voltage connected

into the negative differential input, which suffered from significant packaging coupling.

This is why the amplitude of the single-ended signalling needs to be much larger than that

of the differential signalling. On the other hand, the fact that the single-ended link worked

Smart Tx

Smart Rx
(Continuous
Calibration)

(Periodic
Calibration)

650mV

650mV

Figure 6.5: Eye Diagram of the Transmitter Output
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at approximately the same speed as the differential link indicates that the filtering effect

from the current-integrating receivers works very well.

Figure 6.6 shows the clock jitter without supply noise on the one-channel test chip. We

measured the jitter at the transmitter output by feeding a clock pattern to the transmitter.

The measured waveform was triggered by the input reference clock of the PLL. The result

shows that the PLL has very small jitter. However, in the real system, the PLL suffers from

supply and substrate noise. To measure the supply sensitivity of the PLL, we applied a

10MHz, 200mV square wave noise to the PLL’s power supply. Figure 6.7 shows the jitter

histogram of this noisy clock. The measured supply sensitivity is 0.8ps/mV. This number

is larger than 0.3ps/mV reported by Yang [26][92]. This is because the clock path, which

includes clock multiplexors and interpolators, is longer in the Asymmetric Serial Link

than in Yang’s design.

Supply Voltage 2.5V

Technology TI 0.25 µm CMOS

PLL Range (VCO rate) 200MHz-1.44GHz

Power Consumption - PLL 175mW @2Gb/s

Jitter (@1 GHz, quiet supply) 18ps pk-pk/2ps RMS

Supply Sensitivity (pk-pk) 0.8ps/mV

Max Data Rate 2.2Gb/s

Min Input Amplitude
(differential signalling)

150mV (10-14 BER)

Min Input Amplitude
(single-ended signalling)

650mV (10-14 BER)

Table 6.1: Performance of the One-Channel Test Chip
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Figure 6.6: Clock Jitter Histogram at 1GHz with Quiet Supply for the One-Channel Test Chip

Figure 6.7: Clock Jitter Histogram at 1GHz with 200mV Supply Noise for the One-Channel Test Chip
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6.3 The 32x 32 Crossbar Chip

The prototype  crossbar chip was implemented in a Texas Instruments 0.28µm

CMOS process, which is similar to the 0.25µm CMOS process used for the one-channel

test chip except that the channel is slightly longer to limit the leakage current. The wire

capacitance and the transistor parasitics of the two processes are approximately the same.

The simulated FO4 gate delay (140ps) is 14% slower than that (120ps) in the 0.25µm

CMOS process2. Figure 6.8 shows the die photo and package of the chip. The chip is

8.5mmx 8.5mm in size and has nearly half a million transistors, 140,000 of which are in

the digital switch core at the center of the chip. The die is wire-bonded to a 352-pin cavity-

down PBGA with 50Ω package traces. The cavity-down package allows the chip to use a

heat sink on top of the package to cool the chip. As shown in Figure 6.8, of the 32

Asymmetric Serial Links, two are the smart ends (SMART in the photo)), two are the

dumb ends (DUMB), and 28 are the “true” dumb ends (T-DUMB). The smart ends and the

dumb ends have test circuits for testing the serial links and the crossbar chip. These four

blocks all have 7-bit PRBS generators and verifiers, which are the same as those in the

one-channel test chip, for the bit-error-rate test of the serial link. To save silicon area,

power, and pins, the “true” dumb ends do not have any testing circuits since they are

duplicated many times on the chip. All 32 links use the same receiver for data reception

and phase detection and thus use calibration packets for both the smart-to-dumb and

dumb-to-smart links as described in Section 3.2.3.

One of the primary objectives of the crossbar chip is to test the robustness of the

asymmetric links within a realistic noisy environment. The digital crossbar core, which is

implemented with the large buffers and multiplexors as described in Section 5.5, provides

an ideal noise source on the chip. Likewise, the 352-pin wire-bonded PBGA and the test

board provides a practical package and system environment that induces crosstalk and

signal reflection.

2. The numbers are for the slow process, low power supply (10%), and high temperature (125oC).
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However, to deal with these different types of noise, not only did we design circuits that

are highly noise-tolerant, but also we put effort into containing the magnitude of the noise

so that the noise will not become arbitrarily large and beyond the noise rejection capability

of the Asymmetric Serial Link. On the crossbar chip, a total of nearly 9nF of large bypass

capacitors were added to minimize the supply variation due to the switching of the digital

logic. To minimize the packaging crosstalk, all the bond wires and package traces for the

high-speed links are isolated from each other by ground signals. To avoid signal reflection,

instead of using unsilicided polysilicon resistors, which were not available for the process,

we implemented the termination resistors with PMOS devices whose gates were tied to a

bias line that was biased close to ground so that the PMOS devices were in the deep linear

region and had their equivalent resistances close to 50Ω.

Figure 6.9 shows the test setup for the  crossbar chip. There are two types of tests.

One is to test the bit-error rate of the asymmetric links alone (without the links interacting

with the switch core). The other is to test the interaction between the serial links and the

switch core to test the cell switching of the switch core at speed. In both cases, the switch

core is actively switching to generate noise on the power supply and substrate.

Figure 6.10 shows a photo of the test boards. Two chips are used in the test setup shown in

Figure 6.9. One chip is configured as the smart chip, which has two smart ends. The other

is configured as the dumb chip, on which all the links are configured as dumb ends. Only

Smart

Smart

PRBS
Gen/Ver

PRBS
Gen/Ver

Dumb

Dumb

PRBS
Gen/Ver

PRBS
Gen/Ver

other 30 Tx

other 30 Rx

Switch
Core

Figure 6.9: Test Setup for the 32 x 32 crossbar chip
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the two dumb ends that have PRBS generators and verifiers are connected to the smart

chip. The links from the other 28 dumb ends (T-DUMB) are terminated on the board.

To test the Asymmetric Serial Links (the first test), two links are running PRBS testing

while all the other 30 links are running calibration patterns to the boards, which are similar

to pseudo-random signals. The switch core broadcasts one of the received PRBS to

generate switching noise. Figure 6.11 shows the eye diagram at the transmitter output for

one of the smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links measured at 1.6Gb/s. The signal

amplitude is 600mV with differential signalling. The waveform shows significant

reflection noise. This is due to a design mistake on the boards. The power and ground

plane underneath the SMA connectors were left unvoided, making the SMA connectors

very capacitive. The TDR measurement on the SMA connectors shows that the impedance

is 25Ω for a period of about 60ps.

Figure 6.10: Test Boards for the 32 x 32 crossbar chip
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Figure 6.11: Eye Diagram of the Asymmetric Serial Link on the 32 x 32 crossbar chip (1.6Gb/s)
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Figure 6.12 shows the timing margin of the smart-to-dumb link at the receiver output at

1.6Gb/s. The speed was limited by the digital measurement circuit instead of by the serial

link itself. The measurement was based on the phase error injection method explained in

Section 6.1 and [2]. The histogram was based on 80 measurement samples from the phase

error injection. The two sides of the diagram show the failing points for the 80

measurements. The figure shows that the timing margin is about 66% of a bit time and that

the average receiver sampling points are only 5ps from at the center of the data eye. This

indicates that using the same receiver for both data and timing recovery compensates for

any systematic offsets effectively.

To test the switch core with all of the serial links transmitting data at full speed, each smart

end is assigned a port number. The transmitted data are associated with the port number.

During the test, each port uses a second 7-bit PRBS generator to generate pseudo-random

routing tags and sends them along with the encoded data. Since each tag carries the data

source for the port, by extracting the port number from the incoming data, one can identify

whether the data are sent correctly through the switch core and the serial links. For these

tests, our experiments showed that each link can run reliably at a speed of 1.6 Gb/s, with

the switch core running at a 200MHz clock rate. As a result, the crossbar chip can provide

a raw data bandwidth above 50 Gb/s with all of the 32 channels running.

Supply Voltage 2.5V

Technology TI 0.28 µm CMOS

PLL Range (VCO rate) 200MHz-1.44GHz

Power @ 1.6Gb/s per link 5W (full crossbar)

Jitter (@800MHz) 75ps pk-pk/12ps RMS

Supply Sensitivity (pk-pk) 1.4ps/mV (@800MHz)

Max Data Rate/Link
w/o Crossbar Core

1.92Gb/s (10-14 BER)

Max Data Rate/Link
with Crossbar Core

1.6Gb/s (10-14 BER)

Max Crossbar Bandwidth 51.2Gb/s

Table 6.2: Performance of the 32 x 32 Crossbar Chip
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Table 6.2 summarizes the performance of the  crossbar chip. The chip operates

successfully with links running at 1.6 Gb/s. The measured bit-error-rate is less than 10-14

when all channels and the switch core are operating. The crossbar chip consumes 5W and

provides a total bandwidth of above 50 Gb/s. The clock jitter and supply sensitivity are

larger than those shown in Table 6.1 for the one-channel test chip because the

measurement for the crossbar chip includes the effect of jitter from the 800MHz clock

distribution tree.

6.4 Differential Signalling and Single-Ended Signalling

Figure 6.13 shows the eye diagram of a differential input with minimum signal amplitude,

created by subtracting one input from the other. According to the eye diagram, the

minimum differential signal amplitude is 140mV and hence is 70mV peak-to-peak for

each input. At this amplitude, the link can be reset, calibrated, synchronized, and can

achieve a bit-error-rate less of than 10-11 (about 10 minutes without an error). Figure 6.14

shows the eye diagram of a single-ended input with minimum signal amplitude with the

same bit-error rate as for Figure 6.13. It shows that the minimum amplitude is 360mV,

much larger than the 70mV for the differential signalling. This difference in the minimum

signal amplitude may come from three reasons. First, the pull-up termination resistor for

the single-ended signalling measurement is off-chip3 and thus the received signal is

referenced to the off-chip power supply on the board. However, the reference voltage is

generated on the chip and referenced to the on-chip power supply. The variations between

the on-chip and off-chip power supply degrade the noise margin of the single-ended link.

Second, even if the termination resistor is on-chip, the frequency response of the receiver

input and the reference voltage is still unlikely to be identical for the single-ended link.

This introduces differential noise between the receiver input and the reference voltage.

Third, the common mode voltage of the single-ended input and the reference voltage

varies with the input signal. Even though the receiver uses differential circuits at the front

end, it still has finite common-mode rejection ratio. Hence the receiver can support smaller

signal amplitude for differential input than single-ended input.

3. In fact, on-chip termination resistors using PMOS transistors operating in the linear region were
implemented. However, the resistance value is controlled by analog gate voltage of the PMOS transistors. In
the single-ended links, the coupling noise from the received signals greatly affects the accuracy of the
effective resistance of the PMOS transistors. As a result, the PMOS transistors were turned off and external
termination resistors were used for the single-ended links. For the differential links, the coupling noise from
the complementary inputs cancelled each other so the on-chip PMOS termination still works for the
differential links.
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Figure 6.13: Eye Diagram with the Minimum Signal Amplitude (Differential Signalling)

Figure 6.14: Eye Diagram with the Minimum Signal Amplitude (Single-Ended Signalling)
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Figure 6.15: Relationship between the Timing Margin and the Signal Amplitude (Differential Signalling)
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Figure 6.16: Relationship between the Timing Margin and the Signal Amplitude (Single-Ended Signalling)
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Figure 6.15 shows the relationship between the timing margin of the link and the signal

amplitude for differential signalling while Figure 6.16 shows the relationship for the

single-ended link. The two figures show that the timing margins of the single-ended links

are 60% smaller than those of the differential links. The three reasons described above for

the difference in minimum signal amplitude also contribute to this difference in the timing

margins.

Both figures indicate that the timing margin remains unchanged for signal amplitudes

down to a certain voltage value. After that, the timing margin drops steeply, and stops

working at and below the minimum signal amplitude.

6.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the experimental results from a one-channel test chip for the

Asymmetric Serial Link and from the  crossbar chip that uses Asymmetric Serial

Links.

The experiments demonstrated several interesting aspects of the asymmetric link. First, as

expected, the link works as well as conventional serial links, due to the fact that the link

relies on PLLs to track noise. Second, only DC calibration is needed. After the link is

booted up, the PLLs on both the smart and dumb ends can track the dynamic timing

variations so that no further calibration is needed during link operation. Finally, the links

operating in the differential signalling mode are very robust against amplitude noise and

can work with very small signal amplitude, down to 70mV, while still achieving a bit-

error-rate of less than 10-11.

Furthermore, the experiment also showed that an on-chip timing margin tester can be built

with the help of the digitally-controlled phase selectors. The measurement results can

provide useful information such as the position of the receiver sampling point in a data

eye, which provides link designers a direct way to evaluate how well a timing recovery

mechanism works. With the on-chip timing margin tester, our measurement results

demonstrated that the receiver sampling points are very close to the ideal eye center. This

indicates that the scheme of using the same receiver for both data reception and phase

detection minimizes the timing offset of the phase detection.

The  crossbar chip demonstrated the robustness of the asymmetric link within a

noisy environment. The chip operates successfully with links running at 1.6 Gb/s. The

32 32×
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measured bit-error-rate is less than 10-14 when all channels and the switch core are

operating. The crossbar chip consumes 5W and provides a total bandwidth of above 50

Gb/s.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This dissertation presented the design of a CMOS Asymmetric Serial Link, which

provides high data bandwidth for network crossbar switches while helping avoid the

creation of hot spots in the switches. The link moves the clock recovery circuit of the

inbound links from the crossbar chip to the transmitter end to avoid having too many PLLs

on a single crossbar chip. This relieves the problems of heat dissipation and noise coupling

among PLLs.

The design of these links is not very difficult. The synchronization procedure for the

smart-to-dumb and dumb-to-smart links are quite symmetric. The only asymmetry comes

from the fact that the PLLs for calibrating the clocks are only on the smart end. More

importantly, the performance of the asymmetric link is comparable to that of any

conventional serial link that has the same design cost.

The Asymmetric Serial Link provides several potential advantages for high-fanin chips. It

reduces the number of PLLs needed for each chip. The high-fanin crossbar dumb end

needs only one PLL for the entire chip, instead of one PLL for each serial link. This link

also makes the high fanin chip consume less power and have a smaller area, lowering

design cost compared to the same chip built with conventional serial links. Furthermore,

from a design standpoint, there are no retiming issues in the high-fanin chip, and this

could reduce its latency.

Link calibration used in conjunction with a local PLL and a delay-replica clock generation

scheme can track noise. The experiments demonstrated that only DC calibration is needed.

This indicates that the use of the periodic calibration costs only a little in terms of data

transmission bandwidth.

Interestingly, the use of calibration packets can provide better timing for the link because

one can use the same receiver for both data reception and phase detection. This eliminates

timing offset from the receiver and the clock buffers. The only offset is from the 90o clock

phase shift used during phase detection and it can be minimized by careful layout in the
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VCO. The scheme of using calibration packets is applicable to any other serial links or

even parallel links; it is not limited to the Asymmetric Serial Link.

The experiments also demonstrated that with sufficiently large signal amplitude, single-

ended signalling can achieve speed comparable to that of differential signalling. However,

the single-ended links require greater engineering effort in circuit design, coupling noise

analysis, package design, and board layout. In contrast, the differential links are more

robust in noise immunity and easier to design than the single-ended links.

This thesis study provides a complete example of the design of the high-speed links,

which can be used in practical applications. Our  crossbar chip using 32

asymmetric links can be used in the Tiny Tera or can be applied to any similar network

switches or routers. The chip demonstrated that with the use of the high-speed serial links,

designers can greatly increase the total bandwidth of the backplane interconnect in a high-

speed network switch at a reasonable design cost. The links provide a fitting solution to

the high-fanin nature of the system.
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Appendix A

A Serial Interface for Real-Time Chip
Testing

In the design of prototype chips, debuggability is vital to chip testing. Debuggability

includes both controllability and observability, which are also necessary for production

scan tests. The conventional scan test connects all the scannable flip-flops into one or

several scan chains. Read and write of the stored values in the flip-flops rely on scan-out

and scan-in data in the scan chains. One of the drawbacks in this type of testing is that it

destroys the internal states during the scan and thus is undesirable for any testing that

requires real-time read and write operation of the internal states.

One of the keys to real-time chip testing is that one must be able to update and read out the

flip-flops’ values without affecting the normal operations. If there is no concern about the

pin count of the chip, one can connect all the states to the pins. This setup achieves

maximum observability and controllability. However, the cost of this approach is its high

pin count. To solve the problem, one can use a serial interface that is similar to the testing

scan chain except that it comprises shift registers independent from all the flip-flops. To

write values into the flip-flop, the serial interface first shifts the write values into the shift

registers and then downloads them to the internal flip-flops. To read values from the flip-

flops, one can download the flip-flops’ values into the shift registers and serially shift the

values out.

Figure A.1 shows the circuit block diagram of the serial interface. The serial interface uses

only four signal pins: SerialIn, SerialOut, SerialClk, and SerialLd. To guarantee the

interface is free from any hold-time violation, each shift register is made of a positive

edge-triggered and a negative edge-triggered flip-flop. As shown in the upper left of the

figure, each shift register can write a value out or read a value in, depending on the Read/

Write signal. To avoid an extra pin for this Read/Write signal, the serial interface is

designed to do read after every write. The serial interface works as follows:

The serial interface will do a write operation first and then do read. To write the value, the

interface places input data at SerialIn sequentially and toggles SerialClk to shift the write
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data into the shift registers. The write data includes both address and data. The address

indicates the write or read address for this operation. Once all the write data are shifted in,

the interface toggles SerialLd. The decoder will decode the address to find what action to

take next. If the operation is only write, the data are downloaded into the destination flip-

flops based on the address. If the operation is read only or read after write, the decoder will

set up the output mux to load the read data into the shift registers. The next SerialClk cycle

after SerialLd is always read, and thus the shift registers load in the read data from the

output mux. The serial interface continues to toggle SerialClk to shift out the read values.

This serial interface was used in the  crossbar chip. Each smart end, dumb end,

and the crossbar controller have this type of serial interface. The interfaces are all daisy-

chained together with the serial output of one block being connected into the serial input

of the next block. This provides the maximum possible controllability and observability

on the large crossbar chip at a cost of only four pins. The interface was used successfully

in testing the crossbar chip. Because the serial interface is not performance bound, all the

circuits for the serial interface in the  crossbar chip were built in synthesized logic

and laid out by an automatic place and route tool. This further saved crucial design time in

the tapeout process.
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